Decades ago when I was a kid my Aunt Alaire lived out in
Seattle, and my family made multiple trips out there on vacation. We
took just about every imaginable route between Iowa and
Washington state, but one of the most memorable was a trip that took
us through Glacier National Park in Montana. It‘s been nearly forty
years since those trips out to Seattle. As an adult the closest I‘ve
gotten to Glacier Park is on Amtrak‘s Empire Builder, which skirts the
south edge of the park and stops at the historic Izaak Walton Lodge.
I‘ve always wanted to go back to the park itself, but it never really fit
into any trip I was taking.
On that trip back in the ‗70s we saw Glacier, but while we
returned home by way of Canada we never made it into Waterton
Lakes, the Canadian national park that borders Glacier. I‘ve always
wanted to go to Waterton Lakes, and the interest was revived when
my brother Paul made a trip out there a few years ago.
Not far north of Glacier is Calgary, Alberta. At one time or
another I‘ve been to every province in Canada, as well as two of the
three current territories. (When I visited them, there were only two
territories in Canada, so in a sense I‘ve visited all that countries
divisions.) I‘ve been to all the provincial capitals and all of Canada‘s
major cities—except for Calgary. While I‘d heard ―the Denver of the
North‖ described as Canada‘s ―most American‖ and ―least interesting‖
city, Calgary still a place I‘ve always wanted to go.
My sister Margaret bought a new car this past year, and
she‘s been eager to take it on a major trip. When we were chatting on
the phone one Saturday, I suggested to her that a trip out west might
be interesting, and she agreed it would be fun. We ended up doing
this trip quite a bit more cheaply than many we‘ve done. We
redeemed hotel points to get most of our lodging free, and we had
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less elegant meals than we sometimes do while traveling. We both had a great time, though, and it was a very memorable trip.
The name of this travelogue comes from the fact that on June
22, a little over a month before our visit, major floods hit southern
Alberta. Four people were killed in towns south and west of Calgary,
and in the city more than 100,000 people were evacuated from lowlying homes. Water reached the upper deck of the Saddledome, the
city‘s hockey arena. Downtown was completely shut down, and miles
of the tracks for Calgary‘s C-Train transit system were damaged.
Pictures from Calgary looked remarkably like those from New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina. I wasn‘t sure how the flooding would affect our
trip. It turned out that while the recovery was still underway (and will
continue for some time), by August most tourist facilities were
functioning more or less normally.
In the wake of the flooding the decision was made that the
city‘s biggest event, the annual Calgary Stampede rodeo, would go on
as scheduled in early July. The Stampede grounds were a sea of mud,
but both employees and volunteers worked around the clock to prepare
the park and the city‘s infrastructure for the event.
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The Stampede sells commemorative T-shirts every year, but
st
this year‘s shirts were special. For the rodeo‘s 101 anniversary they
sold ―Hell or High Water‖ T-shirts with all the proceeds going to flood
relief. (Amusingly they also produced a children‘s version inscribed
with ―Heck or High Water‖.) I bought one of those T-shirts, both to help
with the relief effort and as a unique souvenir.

Just yesterday I‘d gotten home from a jaunt around Missouri and Illinois. I‘d stopped my mail for that and didn‘t even bother
getting it, since I‘d be leaving again today. Margaret came over yesterday afternoon, and she stayed overnight on my ―guest bed‖, a
cheap pull-out couch in the living room. We were both up around 7:00 this morning. Hy-Vee had toaster strudel as a fuel saver item,
so I warmed up some of that for breakfast.
We spent much of the morning watching episodes of Jeopardy that I‘d taped while I was gone this past week. It was their kids‘
tournament, and it was fun comparing the questions we adults found easy to the ones the kids found easy.
Around 11:00 we packed up Margaret‘s car and headed out for lunch. I took Margaret to Cinco de Mayo, the Mexican
restaurant located in what used to be a Happy Chef next to Algona‘s Super 8 motel. Their menu is an interesting combination of
authentic Mexican dishes and Tex-Mex entrees geared to the tastes of small town Midwesterners. I had their taco platter with carnitas
(marinated pork), while Margaret had a dish called ―enchiladas bandera‖ that had three enchiladas covered in sauces that formed the
colors of the Mexican flag: green, white, and red. We both had a very nice lunch.
Next we mailed some letters and stopped by Hy-Vee. Margaret had seen that they were having a brand of snack bars ehe
likes. Unfortunately they didn‘t have the flavor or size she wanted. We did pick up a few things that we would snack on during the trip,
though.
We headed east from Algona on highway 18. We stopped briefly at the Alco store in Garner and again for gas at the Casey‘s
by I-35 in Clear Lake. I would end up buying all the gas on this trip, while Margaret bought most of the food. This time I used up a scrip
card I had and ended up paying less than $6 in cash on top of that.
Margaret‘s Chevy Sonic gets very good gas mileage. It‘s consistently in the thirties and can approach 40mpg. That‘s nearly
as goof as my Metro, and hers is a much nicer car than mine. It‘s a small car, but having four doors it seems larger than many. It also
has air conditioning, a luxury mine doesn‘t and one that was very welcome on this trip.
We turned northward on the interstate and continued into Minnesota. Traffic was very heavy on I-35, and it got even heavier
as we reached the Twin Cities, where they are doing major construction on I-35E. It was basically bumper to bumper, but fortunately it
moved right along. We‘d also timed things well, so we reached the Cities shortly before the height of rush hour. We ended up getting
to our hotel in Bloomington at about 3:15pm.
Margaret had made a point redemption reservation at the Comfort Inn—MSP Airport. This is a huge hotel that was almost
certainly built by some other brand. We‘ve both stayed there more than once, and while it‘s getting on in years, it‘s not a bad place to
stay. There‘s a big and nicely appointed lobby, which is quite unusual for a Comfort Inn, and multiple elevators serve different parts of
the hotel. Upstairs the carpets are garish and worn, but the beds are comfortable and the rooms are quiet.
We did have one problem at this hotel, and it kept coming up again and again. Like most hotels these days, this one uses
magnetic coded key cards to gain entry to the rooms. Unfortunately the keys we were given to Room 418 had problems. When we first
went up there, a yellow light flashed on the lock but nothing unlocked. I went back downstairs and they re-programmed the key. This
time it flashed red and green, and it did unlock—this time. That would not be the last problem we‘d have with the lock, though. They‘d
end up re-programming the keys four different times, and they also had a maintenance man clean out the lock mechanism. My bet is
that the battery in the lock needed replacement, and hopefully they‘ll do something about that soon.
After lounging around the room a bit, I headed over to a Wal-Mart a little ways west of our hotel. All I bought was some juice
and a newspaper. I was intrigued to find that juice is taxable in Minnesota. Even though what I bought was 100% juice with no sugar
added, apparently they consider it ―junk food‖.
The big news in the paper was that just today same-sex marriage became legal in Minnesota. This is a big change in the
Gopher State, where less than a year ago such unions were specifically forbidden by a 1997 law. (Indeed, studies have found that
nearly a third of the same-sex couples who were married in Iowa actually lived in Minnesota.) Last fall the state held a referendum that
attempted to permanently ban gay marriage by constitutional amendment. The ban was defeated by a fairly sizeable margin, and
shortly after that a law permitting gay marriage was passed by the Minnesota legislature and signed by the governor. Most analysts
agree that it was the conservative push for a constitutional amendment that actually backfired and galvanized support for same sex
marriage. Minnesota is historically a progressive state, and a constitutional ban caused many to see this as a civil rights issue rather
than a religious one.
*****

… There‘s an Outback Steakhouse located right in
the Comfort Inn, and we thought it would be a nice place to
have dinner. When we went downstairs, though, it was
immediately clear that there would be a long wait to be
seated. So we chose instead to go to a place we‘d been on
a couple of previous occasions, Khan‘s Mongolian
Barbeque.

Website photos showing Mongolian BBQ
(The picture above is actually from Khan’s, while the photo below
shows a stove similar to what is found there.)

Eating at Khan‘s is an interesting experience. They
primarily serve a buffet where guests essentially create doit-yourself stir fry dishes. The buffet includes frozen meat
and vegetables, various types of noodles, and a wide
assortment of sauces. A big poster above the buffet gives
suggestions for mixing the sauces to create different flavors.
Customers fill melamine bowls with whatever they want from
the buffet. At the end are two enormous round cooktops.
The chefs (who at Khan‘s seem to be a combination of
Asian and Hispanic men) take each customer‘s bowl and
ask if they want peanuts in their dish. They dump the bowl‘s
contents on the grill and either add peanuts or not,
depending on the request. While the food cooks, they
repeatedly baste it with tea, which they pour from metal
pots. They put on quite a show as they stir the stuff
dramatically to keep it from burning and sticking. Eventually
they pile it on plates and hand it back to the customer. I
guests want, they can sprinkle sesame seeds on top of their
food before going back to their table to eat it.
There‘s a big basket for tips in front of the cooks at
Khan‘s. While the food isn‘t cheap to begin with, the
process of tipping them is amusing. There‘s a big gong
above the basket with a sign by it that tells of an ―ancient
Chinese tradition‖ that leaving a tip and softly sounding the
gong will bring good luck. Whenever people do sound the
gong the cooks let out a cheer. Both Margaret and I threw a
buck in the basket, and perhaps it did bring us good fortune
on our trip.

Had we arrived a few minutes earlier we could
have had Khan‘s ―happy dinner‖, an early bird special that
is priced cheap but only allows one trip to the buffet. Once happy dinner is over, the buffet becomes all you can eat, but the price also
jumps by four bucks. Because we were paying full price, both Margaret and I made return trips for more stir fry. The meal also comes
with soup, fried wontons, and steamed buns filled with honey and sesame seeds. By the time they brought out the fortune cookies we
were both thoroughly stuffed.
We went back to the hotel and got the keys re-programmed yet again. We called my brother Paul, who was beginning a
vacation down south and chatted with him for quite a while. Then we spent quite a while reading through online reviews of the various
hotels where we‘d be staying on this trip. I‘m always amused by online reviews, because the same hotel can seem like both the best
and worst place different people have ever stayed. We would mostly be staying at quite modest hotels on this trip. Some people wrote
them up as if they were the Ritz, while others were obviously disappointed that they weren‘t the Ritz. We‘d find that while most of the
places we‘d stay on this trip weren‘t luxurious, with one exception (and that wasn‘t a place we‘d planned to stay) they were perfectly
acceptable.
I also spent quite a bit of time doing work on the websites for the school and the Iowa Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
There had been almost no requests for changes to those sites in June or July, but suddenly with the change to August my e -mail inbox
was full of jobs that had to be done immediately. None of them was difficult, but they all took time. I was glad to have gotten them now,
though, since later on the trip there‘d be at least a couple days when I wouldn‘t have internet access at all.

We were up promptly at 6am today. The air conditioning had been very effective overnight. It had been a bit stuffy when we
went to bed, but by morning the room was downright cold. Even Margaret, who is almost always hot at hotels, had covered up with a
blanket during the night, and I was literally shivering by the time morning came.

While we showered and packed, we had the morning news on TV on in the background. One interesting feature was on the
Paul Bunyan statue in Bemidji, a town we‘d be heading through this afternoon. I remember visiting this tourist attraction when I was a
small child. It was apparently erected during he Great Depression. Supposedly the model for the great lumberjack was the mayor of
Bemidji, though he must have been a strange-looking fellow if that‘s true. The statue is square-shouldered to the point that it looks like
he‘s wearing football pads, and it features a face that‘s cartoonish at best. The feature on the statue was interesting, though, and it set
the scene for a lot of things we‘d see on this trip.
Another news feature was about how people‘s cell phones supposedly reflect their personalities. A study had apparently
found that different kinds of people tend to choose different styles of phones—not exactly a surprising result. I forget most of the
results, but I do remember that they said people who own i-phones from Apple tend to be self-centered and narcissistic. As she read
that, it became clear the anchorwoman owned an i-phone herself, and she was obviously a bit embarrassed by that finding.
We decided to take our stuff out to the car on the way to breakfast, rather than risk being locked out of our room yet again.
The breakfast room at the Comfort Inn is right next to the pool, and it was interesting to see a guy swimming in there as we made our
way to the buffet. There was a sign saying the pool didn‘t‘ open until 7am, but they apparently don‘t enforce the hours.
This hotel offers a very nice breakfast. We enjoyed deli ham and egg patties. (I think we were supposed to combine those
with bread or muffins to make breakfast sandwiches, but they were good by themselves.) I also had a chocolate and peanut covered
doughnut, while Margaret ate some yogurt. There was also decent coffee and juice, plus a number of other items we didn‘t take.
We left right at 7:00 and headed northward. Traffic was surprisingly light in St. Paul, and Margaret made her way northward
with no problem whatsoever. We continued north on I-35 past Pine City and Hinckley, eventually exiting at Sandstone, where we
bought gas at a Victory station next to the interstate.
*****
I drove on the next leg of our trip, starting at Sandstone. Margaret informed me that I was the first person other than her who‘d
had the honor of driving this car, and she asked me how I liked it. I told her it seemed like a rental car, which is absolutely the truth. It‘s
actually very similar to a number of cars I‘ve rented in the past. Part of that feeling is that I‘m used to driving a manual transmission,
while Margaret‘s car (like pretty much every rental car) is an automatic. It also has a lot of strange features, even though it isn‘t really
luxurious. In particular, like many modern cars, everything about the car is computerized. The speedometer is digital rather than a
traditional dial, and there are sensors that keep track of every conceivable function. The cockpit-like dashboard is far too busy for my
tastes. In addition to the digital gas gauge, for instance, there‘s a constantly changing read-out that estimates exactly how many more
miles it will be before the car runs out of gas. There‘s lots of other mostly irrelevant information that struck me as just more stuff to
worry about while driving.
That said, Margaret‘s car handles quite well. It has good acceleration, and it maintains freeway speeds with no problem at all.
The brakes are a bit slow to respond (I think there‘s also something computerized about them), but it wasn‘t anything dangerous. The
car runs quietly, and it has effective air conditioning—two major advantages over mine. Margaret had warned me of a big blind spot,
but once I moved the outdoor mirror inward a bit, that didn‘t seem to be much of a problem. Surprisingly, while we‘re very d ifferent
heights, Margaret and I kept the seat in the same location. She obviously likes to be back from the controls, while I like to sit up close.
I drove north to Grand Rapids, Minnesota, where we stopped for a quick snack at a Burger King. They were having a
promotion with 50¢ ice cream cones, so that‘s what I had. Margaret bought a cookie and some coffee. I then drove on westward on a
nice new four-lane highway to Crookston. We stopped at an Arby‘s there to use the restroom and switch drivers. I‘d planned to buy
something to essentially pay for the use of their toilet. The restrooms were in a separate vestibule, though, so we didn‘t actually enter
the restaurant to use them. Neither of us really wanted anything, so we just drove on.
Before too long we crossed the Red River and entered Grand Forks, North Dakota. Tonight we had a point redemption for a
free night that I had made at the Econolodge in the northwest corner of this small city, just west of the University of North Dakota
campus. The location stood out, because back when I was in high school I seriously considered going to college at UND. I was looking
for a comparatively small school, and at least in the ‗70s they had good programs in math and computer science.
Those TripAdvisor reviews we‘d read last night gave a wide range of opinions about the Econolodge. While skewed slightly on
the ―above average‖ side, they ranged from glowing to scathing. One began with ―This place is gross‖, while another said it was ―an
incredible value‖ and ―spotlessly clean‖. Perhaps needless to say the place wasn‘t really like either of those. Another review that
described the Econolodge as ―basic, but good‖ was pretty much on target. This is a budget chain, so of course the amenities were
minimal. There was nothing wrong with the place, though. They get a lot of long-term guests (construction workers and the like),
though there was certainly no one to be afraid of. The motel was appropriately clean, though by no means spotless. It was also
reasonably quiet and had comfortable beds and decent air conditioning. Grand Forks was an appropriate place to stay tonight, and this
hotel was available for 8,000 Choice Hotels points, compared to the local Quality Inn, which charged double that.
We checked in and quickly settled into our room and then went out for dinner. This was easier said than done, because all of
Grand Forks seemed to be under construction. We detoured again and again, but eventually we made it down to the Columbia Mall
area near the south edge of the city.

Our destination was the
Olive Garden. I‘d chosen well ahead
of time that this was where we‘d eat
in Grand Forks, because this
particular
Olive
Garden made
national news last year.
That
happened when the octogenarian
food columnist for the Grand Forks
Herald reviewed what was then the
city‘s newest restaurant.
―LongAwaited Olive Garden Receives
Warm Welcome‖ was the sort of puff
piece you‘d expect in a small town
paper.
She praised the ―Tuscan
farmhouse
ambiance‖
and
―welcoming entryway‖ and noted that
Olive Garden was ―the largest and
most beautiful restaurant now
operating in Grand Forks‖. She raved
about the breadsticks and the many
ingredients in her salad, and she
lauded the ―generous portion of
chicken alfredo‖ as ―warm and
comforting on a cold day‖. Mrs.
Hagerty has reviewed literally every
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restaurant in Grand Forks (from the Candlite Room at the country club to a hole-in-the-wall downtown called Bangkok Garden to Taco
Bell), and all of her reviews have equally flowery language.
The review was ―discovered‖ and widely quoted by a variety of gourmet food blogs, whose cynical writers couldn‘t believe
anyone would write about such a plebian place as Olive Garden—let alone give it a positive review The review ―went viral‖ online, being
forwarded again and again and commented on over and over. Virtually all the food snobs seemed to think that nothing good could
possibly come out of a chain restaurant, though many implied they‘d never actually eaten at an Olive Garden. Others felt that even if
the food and ambience were good, no restaurant review should ever be glowing. In response to all that negative reaction, though,
millions of people rose to Mrs. Hagerty‘s defense. While some of those comments were also condescending (implying that North
Dakota could do no better than Olive Garden), most praised her for giving a genuine review of a place where ―real‖ people actually eat.
It‘s interesting that her editor at the Grand Forks Herald noted that regular readers of ―Eat Beat‖ could tell that the Olive
Garden write-up was actually a comparatively negative review. That‘s because Mrs. Hagerty spent paragraphs talking about the
ambiance but said almost nothing about the actual food. Essentially she damned the place with faint praise. That subtlety seemed to
escape the snarky gourmet bloggers, though.
The fuss gained Mrs. Hagerty far more than fifteen minutes of fame. She was flown to New York, where she appeared on
various talk shows, even joining David Letterman for lunch at the Times Square Olive Garden. She also dined at some of the nation‘s
finest restaurants, which she proceeded to review for the Grand Forks Herald. As you‘d expect, her reviews were positive and worded
in flowery language. She also tried a hot dog from a Manhattan street cart, which she diplomatically described as ―colorful‖. The
snarky reaction to her initial review ended up being some of the best publicity Darden Restaurants (Olive Garden‘s owner) ever had,
and they ended up flying Mrs. Hagerty to Europe where she reviewed authentic Italian restaurants (also favorably, of course). She took
it all in stride and later wrote a couple of columns later that basically laughed at the whole situation.
Almost everyone who commented on Mrs. Hagerty‘s review missed the point, of course. Grand Forks does have many locallyowned restaurants. (It‘s a college town, and it has a lot of the same stuff you‘d find in Iowa City or Ames.) I‘m sure some of those are
outstanding, while others are mediocre at best. In Grand Forks, just like everywhere in America, though, chain restaurants are also an
important part of the dining scene. They provide consistently decent (if not necessarily exceptional) food in a pleasant atmosphere.
With all that build-up, I just had to see what all the fuss was about, and Margaret agreed it would be fun to have dinner at the
Grand Forks Olive Garden. It was not really a surprise that the place was crowded on a Friday night. We were given the option of
either being seated right away in the bar area or waiting to be seated in the dining room. Normally neither of us would choose the bar,
but having skipped lunch we were hungry and preferred immediate seating. The bar turned out to be surprisingly quiet, and we had a
very pleasant dinner.
Our waiter was a college-aged guy who have been Michael Phelps‘ shorter little brother. His name was Daniel, but he really
did look remarkably like the famous swimmer. He was also a pleasant and efficient waiter.
We chose their summer special, which had a three course combo meal for a discount price. We began with the salad and
breadsticks that were featured in the review. Olive Garden‘s salad really is quite good (though it was revealed shortly after this visit that
some of the bagged salad mix they use was infested with cyclosporine bacteria and sickened more than 400 people in sixteen states).
I‘m not as big a fan of Olive Garden‘s breadsticks. Personally I prefer those at an even less presumptuous Italian chain, Fazoli‘s.
These weren‘t bad, though, and they were filling.

For the main course I had five-cheese ziti, while Margaret had garlic chicken pasta. Both were adequate portions, though with
the meal deal they weren‘t quite as ―generous‖ as what Mrs. Hagerty described. I have no idea how authentic the food may have been,
but it was tasty. The meal ended with a mini-dessert. We each had a glorified shot glass full of mousse. I had chocolate caramel,
while Margaret chose limoncello. I like the idea of a small taste of dessert. It makes a nice little treat, without being overpowering.
All in all we had a very nice meal. I‘ve had good experiences whenever I‘ve eaten at Olive Garden, and the Grand Forks
location didn‘t disappoint. I don‘t know if it‘s the ―largest and most beautiful‖ restaurant in the area, but it worked well for our dinner
tonight.
We watched the local news back at the hotel. The big story was that UND had held their summer graduation ceremony today,
and it was a somewhat unusual event. Dr. Karen Nyberg, a UND alumna, delivered the commencement address. It wasn‘t any
ordinary speech, though. Nyberg is an astronaut, and she gave the speech by satellite on a link-up from the international space station.
That would certainly make for a memorable graduation.

Fighting Sioux

There was also a big UND story in the local paper. This coming year the university will
have a sports program without a mascot. Officially their teams compete as ―North Dakota
Athletic Program‖. Historically they have been the Fighting Sioux, with a logo designed by a
UND student who was himself Ojibwa. Regardless of who may have designed it, in this age of
political correctness the NCAA ruled that the name and logo were offensive to Native Americans
and threatened to exclude UND from post-season games if they continued to be the Fighting
Sioux. A consortium of North Dakota Indian tribes filed suit against the NCAA in an effort to let
UND keep their logo, saying that if anyone should find the logo offensive, it would be them—and
they didn‘t. The suit noted that the Sioux tribal councils had approved use of the ―Sioux‖ name
by the university more than eighty years ago. The lawsuit was thrown out of court, though. Whit
few other options, a year ago the people of North Dakota passed a special referendum to allow
the university to drop the logo. However, a waiting period was imposed before any new mascot
could be adopted, so a new logo will have to wait until 2015. So, for the next two seasons all the
sports uniforms will just feature the letters ―ND‖ and an outline of the state. … All that because
the NCAA didn‘t like a Native American logo designed by a Native American.

We were up shortly after 6:00 this morning. After showering we went down to breakfast. The Econolodge had about as
skimpy of a spread as I‘ve seen anywhere. I had a pre-packaged muffin and a couple of those little donettes covered in chocolatecolored plastic. To wash that down I had weak coffee and strong juice (the mixing mechanism on their juice machine obviously wasn‘t
set right). Oh, well, I really couldn‘t complain given that we weren‘t paying anything.
We packed up the car, checked out, and were on our way shortly after 7am. We stopped for gas just north of the motel at a
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place with the strange name Loaf ‗n‘ Jug. The price was no bargain at $3.59 , but it was the cheapest we‘d see for quite some time.
We followed U.S. 2 west from Grand Forks, paralleling the Great Northern tracks we‘d both taken multiple times on Amtrak.
Both the highway and the railroad run arrow straight through eastern North Dakota. West of Grand Forks Margaret counted eighteen
miles between curves. She didn‘t keep track of other stretches, but they were similarly long. The scenery was surprisingly varied,
alternating between fields of wheat and rapeseed (the grain from which we get canola oil), marshes, and comparatively rugged pasture
land. A few screened-in junk yards and an air force base were mixed in for good measure. Even in the more rugged areas, it was a
very easy drive. Highway 2 is four lanes all the way across North Dakota. Traffic is light, and in most places the road surface is good.
The speed limit is 70mph, and with the exception of a few major towns (most notably Devil‘s Lake), we basically maintained that speed
the whole way.

In less than two hours we‘d made it to the town of
Rugby. This is an Amtrak stop, but its best known claim to fame
is being the geographic center of North America. I remember
stopping at this irrelevant tourist attraction on one of the trips out
west when I was a kid, so of course we had to take a break here
this time. There‘s a large stone obelisk at the junctions of
highways 2 and 3 marking the spot (although they‘ve since
discovered it‘s actually a few miles off from the true center),
surrounded by U.S., Canadian, and Mexican flags. (By the way,
their definition of ―North America‖ includes only those countries. If
Central America is also included, then the center ends up near
Pierre, South Dakota.)
We made the obligatory stop, where I figured I‘d take a
picture of Margaret and then have her take my photo. While we
were there a couple showed up to gawk at the marker. The man
said in a rather twangy voice, ―You two lovebirds look like you
want someone to take your picture‖. We didn‘t bother correcting
him, and he did take our picture by the cairn. He then gave
Margaret some electronic device (perhaps a mini tablet or maybe
a large smartphone—I can never tell such things apart), and she
took a video of the real lovebirds sitting there as well.
David Burrow and Margaret Sullivan
We followed state highway 3 north to the town of
Geographic Center of North America – Rugby, ND
Dunseith, where we stopped at a really old truck stop. It was the
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sort of place where I was glad I didn‘t have to use the bathroom. Gas cost $3.69 , but we knew that was cheaper than it would be
across the border in Canada. Dunseith is the start of the Turtle Mountain region, and the land becomes quite rugged north of there. It
was still easy driving, though, and just a few minutes later we‘d arrived at the International Peace Garden, right on the border.
The bulk of traffic that goes into Canada from North Dakota crosses either on I-29 south of Winnipeg or in the area by
Williston, near the oil fields and all the fracking you hear about. We‘d purposely chosen a less-congested border crossing, and it‘s the
one where I‘d encourage anyone who wants to head north from the plains states to cross. In addition to being an efficient place to go
through customs, the peace garden itself is well worth a stop.
Access to the International Peace Garden is right on the border, between the two customs stations. Visitors don‘t need to go
through customs to enter the park, but they must visit either U.S. or Canadian customs when they leave. By a special act of Congress,
Americans who just visit the peace garden on day trips don‘t need a passport to re-enter the U.S.A. They do, however, need
identification and their park admission receipt. For everyone else leaving the park is just like crossing the international border
anywhere, with a passport or its equivalent mandatory.

LEFT: Peace Towers near the west end of the
International Peace Garden
RIGHT: David Burrow at the formal gardens
We paid $10 to a junior high aged boy at the entrance and made our way into the park. The driving route includes two loop
roads (one in Canada and one in the States) that mostly run through forest land, plus a more developed area around the formal
gardens right on the border. We made a slow loop and basically saw everything there was to see. Among my favorite features were
the peace towers (basically an enormous abstract concrete sculpture from the ‗70s), which straddle the border at the west end of the
park. Adjacent to that is a lovely chapel with walls engraved with quotes from famous peacemakers throughout history. There‘s also a

remnant from the World Trade Center that I expected to be out of place here. They do a good job of using the wreckage of terrorism to
illustrate how politics continually change the relationship along the border, though. I also enjoyed an indoor conservatory that featured
desert plants—unusual in this setting, but interesting nonetheless. The formal gardens are lovely, but they were honestly not my
favorite.
The peace garden began with a simple monument erected on the border by the freemasons in 1932. The first formal gardens
were created during the Great Depression, primarily by the Civilian Conservation Corps. It was regularly expanded over the next
several decades, mainly through donations from area service clubs. Apparently by the 1980s funding had dried up and large pa rts of
the park were neglected. In that era they had a particular problem with the park being overrun with deer, which destroyed many of the
flowers. Not long ago they did major renovations, and today they keep the deer out by fencing off parts of the park so you c an only
enter on foot through a gate.
We made a brief stop at the visitors‘
center and gift shop and then made our way
back to the main highway. I had read that
because of a holiday weekend, there were likely
to be major delays both directions at all the
major crossings of the U.S.—Canadian border.
At the peace garden, though, there was no
delay at all. We pulled out of the park and
advanced directly to the customs station. There
was a single car waiting there, and a guard
came out to process us before they were even
done with the one ahead.
In my recent experience Canada has
had the sternest officers and most difficult
border control procedures I‘ve encountered.
Today was the exception, though. The guard
looked at our passports, asked us where we
were headed, and wished us well. He closed by
saying, ―I hope you enjoy Calgary‖, to which
Margaret responded, ―We will, and we‘ll enjoy
Brandon (a small city in Manitoba just a little
ways north of the border), too.‖ The guard
looked confused and replied rather sarcastically,
Canadian border at the International Peace Garden
―I don‘t know why you would.‖ Margaret pointed out we‘d be having lunch in Brandon, and he agreed it would be perfectly acceptable
for that purpose. With that, we were in Canada and on our way again.
Margaret drove on to Boissevain, the first town in Manitoba. We stopped
there to snap a couple pictures of another dubious tourist attraction, a giant
concrete turtle that had been presumably erected in honor of the surrounding
Turtle Mountains. Near the statue was a small raised platform that was
supposedly the site of the Boissevain Turtle Derby, apparently an annual event.
The platform was no more than a yard long, and I wondered just how long it takes
the reptiles to cover that distance.
I took over driving at Boissevain and made the short hop up to Brandon.
While Brandon is the second largest city in Manitoba, with just 50,000 people it‘s
not even one-tenth the size of Winnipeg. There‘s nothing wrong with the place,
but there‘s also a reason why the customs officer found it doubtful that we‘d really
enjoy it. Brandon looks a lot like Sioux City, with older strip businesses
interspersed with housing developments from the ‗60s and ‗70s. No one will ever
say it‘s the most beautiful place in Canada, but it‘s probably a perfectly pleasant
place to live.
We wanted a quick lunch, so we stopped at Tim Hortons, which has
expanded from a chain of doughnut shops into Canada‘s answer to Panera.
(Actually Panera has locations north of the border, too, but Tim Hortons is the
Canadian restaurant chain. This particular Tim Hortons was extremely crowded
and rather dirty, but we did at least manage to get some food. What we didn‘t
manage to get was what we ordered, though. That‘s because we had some
serious communication problems with the south Asian woman at the counter. I
Giant turtle – Boissevain, Manitoba
ordered a combo that was supposed to include a grilled cheese sandwich and a
cup of soup. What I got (and was charged a higher price for) was a Tuscan chicken panini and a large bowl of chicken noodle soup.
Margaret ordered the same combo deal I did, but with a chicken salad sandwich. She ended up with no soup at all (nor was she
charged for any). She also ordered coffee, which came heavily sweetened, though she had not requested it that way.
We knew that complaining about our meals would be more trouble than it was worth, so we decided to enjoy what we‘d been
given. Both of our sandwiches were really quite good. I‘d probably order the Tuscan chicken again, even though it wasn‘t what I‘d

intended to get. The soup, on the other hand, was both flavorless and cold. I wonder how often they check temperatures on their
steam table, since I‘m pretty sure that soup was not within health regulations. I did eat it, but it was definitely not the highlight of my
day.
Tim Hortons was set in the middle of a sea of parking that served several other businesses as well. At the back of the lot was
a supermarket called Sobey‘s, where we hoped there would be an ATM. We walked past a very multi-ethnic group of high school kids
who were doing some fundraiser at the entrance and on into the store. It took us a while to locate an ATM, but eventually we did find
one buried in a Starbucks coffee bar.
Canadian bank machines operate somewhat differently than their American counterparts, mostly due to differences in how
bank cards in the two countries work. All Canadian debit and credit cards are embedded with electronic chips, which store the
information that has traditionally been on a magnetic strip. Europe also has these cards, which are much harder to counterfeit and
provide the additional security of requiring customers to enter a PIN number for every transaction, even those made in person at stores.
When you place a card in a Canadian ATM, it first tries to read a chip. American cards don‘t have those chips, so they generate an
error that pops up on the screen. The card isn‘t actually rejected, though; essentially the error asks if the customer wishes to continue.
The customer then pulls the card out of the machine, and the process of doing that causes the magnetic strip to be read. From there
the process proceeds as it would in the States.
As on past trips, I found ATMs in Canada to be the best places to get currency. While the machines say they will charge a
transaction fee of from $1 to $5, those fees don‘t apply to American customers. There is a small exchange commission that appeared
on my bank statement, but even accounting for that, I got almost exactly the official rate of exchange. That rate, by the way, is now
about Can$1 = US$.95. When I looked at prices I assumed the currencies were equal, but the exchange rate actually gave a nice little
discount on everything I bought.
There are two major changes in Canadian money that have happened just since last summer. By far
the most important is that Canada has completely done away with pennies. People who have hoarded copper
coins can return them to banks, but stores no longer accept them for transactions. When paying with credit or
debit cards, the total with tax is processed as it always has been. On cash transactions, though, they round
the final amount to the nearest nickel. While prices still always end in numbers that would round up (8 and 9),
with tax it‘s random enough that the rounding appears to be a wash. Supposedly getting rid of coins that cost
more to produce than they‘re worth will end up saving the Canadian government $11 billion a year.
The other big change is
more and more plastic money.
Last summer I‘d gotten one of
Canada‘s new $50 bills, which
was as much a novelty as
anything. Plastic money is no
longer a novelty in Canada.
They‘ve now introduced plastic
$20 bills, and like in the States,
the twenty is by far the most
commonly used bill. The new
polymer money features a
comparatively recent portrait of
the Queen on the front and a
monument to the Canadian
Forces who fought in World War
I in France on the back. Red
poppies stand out against the
mostly
green
background,
continuing the war memorial
theme.
There‘s
dozens
of
security features on the new
money, the most noteworthy of
which are areas of clear plastic
mixed in among the mostly
cloudy film. One of these is in
the shape of a maple leaf, and it
reveals intricate micro-engraving
when held up to a light. The
other includes holograms of the
Queen‘s portrait and one of the
towers
of
the
Canadian
Parliament. It‘s definitely not the
Front and back of the polymer $20 bill from Canada
most attractive money I‘ve ever seen, and the plastic feel is just weird. This is apparently the wave of the future, though. By the end of
this year all of Canada‘s ―paper‖ money will be plastic, and lots of other countries are making the switch as well.

After using the ATM, I bought a local paper. Then we made our way back to the car and drove on through Brandon. At the
north end of the city we turned west onto the Trans-Canada Highway. Through most of western Canada the TCH essentially functions
like ―Interstate 100‖. Though not technically up to interstate standards (there are more at-grade crossings than interchanges), it‘s a
good four-lane road that bypasses all the little towns. It also moves a ton of traffic. Most noteworthy were triple-bottom trucks that
seemed to be on their way to stock every discount store in the country.
The Trans-Canada parallels the Canadian Pacific Railroad, which is also a major transportation artery. We saw train after
train hauling freight containers that had been shipped from Asia to Vancouver and were now headed to the eastern cities. Almost all of
these had the containers stacked two high. We don‘t often see that in America, and we‘d find out later that they need special heavy
duty train tracks to support the weight of double-decked containers.
Just west of Brandon we saw people on the shoulder who were part of some charity walk. Each time we‘d come to one there
would be a trail car serving as a warning that there were people on the shoulder ahead. I really think there would be better places to do
a charity walk than on a freeway with a 110 km/h (70mph) speed limit. I suppose it‘s good publicity when passing cars see the walkers,
though.
It has been a long time since I‘ve been through this part of Canada, and the area looks a bit different than it used to. I
remember when I was a kid driving along the Trans-Canada and seeing the ―grain pools‖ (elevators) towering above the landscape.
Often you could actually see the next town‘s elevator from ten miles or more away. Not only are all the towns bypassed these days, but
the bulk of the elevators no longer exist. We found out later that the cooperative grain pools had been sold to for-profit companies like
Pioneer and Cargill. Instead of having an elevator in literally every little town, the big companies have built what they call ―inland
terminals‖, enormous concrete bin complexes that serve huge areas. That, of course, has led to the further decline of the rural
communities. Canada is a very urban country (much more so than the U.S.), and its rural areas really do seem remote.
Eventually we made it to the
Manitoba—Saskatchewan border. Not far past
there we stopped at the town of Indian Head,
where we had read there was another irrelevant
tourist attraction, this time an enormous
concrete Indian head. The directions I‘d found
implied we needed to turn off the highway to see
it, so we did. We ended up getting a grand tour
of what‘s actually quite a nice little town, though
we eventually found the statue was right next to
the highway a little ways further down than we‘d
turned off.
All over Indian Head we saw signs
referring to the place as home to the Little
Mosque on the Prairie. We had no idea what
this was, but we thought it might be interesting
to see. It turns out that there is no physical
mosque. Rather, Little Mosque on the Prairie is
a TV show produced by the CBC. It‘s a comedy
that explores the adventures of Moslem people
who move to small-town Canada. The show
was set in Indian Head, and while it was mostly
Little Mosque on the Prairie sign – Indian Head, Saskatchewan
filmed in Toronto, they apparently did film the
exterior shots in Saskatchewan. For a while this was apparently the #1 rated show in all of Canada,
which is why Indian Head is trying hard to cash in on the fame. Strange as the concept of a comedy
based on Moslem immigrants to a farm town might be, it‘s actually not all that far-fetched in Canada.
Immigrants continue to flock here from all over the world, many of them from southern and western
Asia. While most of the immigrants end up in major cities, there are what the government calls
―visible minorities‖ all over the country. There was a time when Mexican restaurants were unusual
in rural Iowa, but today they‘re ubiquitous. Similarly, the concept of a mosque in the prairie
provinces isn‘t inconceivable today.
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We bought gas at an Esso station in Indian Head. The price was $1.27 . That is, of
course, per liter rather than per gallon. Doing the various conversions, it works out to about
US$4.42 a gallon. That‘s steep, but not nearly as bad as we expected it might be. It helps that we
were in oil country. Saskatchewan and Alberta are home to the tar sands, where the proposed
Keystone XL pipeline would originate. By Canadian standards the prairies also have low taxes—
though ―low‖ taxes in Canada are on par with places like Illinois and California.
It was interesting that as we drove across Saskatchewan we saw very few cars that were
Indian Head, SK
actually from that province. The bulk of Saskatchewan‘s people live in the west central region, and
when they travel it‘s more often to the west than to the east. Along the Trans-Canda in eastern Saskatchewan I think I saw more cars
from Ontario than from Saskatchewan, and the local vehicles were easily outnumbered by both Manitoba and Alberta.

Except in major cities, all the Trans-Canada intersections are at grade. Most of these are minor farm roads or entrances to
tiny towns that get not more than a few cars each day. Periodically, though, there are enormous orange-outlined signs that announce
―IMPORTANT INTERSECTION‖ in an attempt to wake drivers up from their auto-pilot snooze. Most of these actually aren‘t all that
important, but they do get more traffic than most roads. Some are provincial highways, while others provide access to the inland
terminals and thus get a lot of farm traffic.
Beyond each important intersection distance signs would tell us how far it was to the next places of interest. Through
Manitoba and eastern Saskatchewan, the final destination on the signs was Regina, while west of there Calgary appeared at the bottom
of the signs. It‘s a long way across western Canada, but one thing I‘ll give to the Metric system: kilometers count down much faster
than miles do.
As in Manitoba, the Trans-Canada bypasses all the small towns in Saskatchewan. Most of them are actually quite a ways off
the road. Driving along, as we approached the ―access point‖ for each town, there was always a string of mini billboards advertising the
services the town offered, each roughly the size of a big piece of posterboard. I assume full-sized billboards must be outlawed in
Saskatchewan, though I don‘t know that the small ones are a great improvement. They were amusing to see, though, and we certainly
couldn‘t miss where the turn-offs were.
There was an accident near Regina that congested traffic a bit. We got through it without a problem, though. The last time I‘d
been to Regina the TCH was a beltway that passed far away from the actual city. Things have definitely grown to meet it. Industrial
and business development extends about ten miles east of the beltway, it‘s developed all around the loop, and ugly condo
developments have devoured the prairie for miles to the west.
If we‘d had time, it would have been
interesting to see the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police Museum in Regina. We still had a lot of
ground to cover, though, so we just kept driving
west. About forty-five minutes later we came to
Moose Jaw, which features yet another
enormous concrete sculpture. Once again our
instructions were wrong. In this case, Mac the
Moose had been moved, but our instructions led
to the old location. While we wasted about
fifteen minutes driving around Moose Jaw, it‘s a
rather pretty little city that made a nice brake
from the expressway.
The moose sculpture was the largest of
the big concrete things we saw today. It‘s
located between a visitors center and a Tim
Hortons on a strip that was probably the old
route of the Trans-Canada. The statue is
oriented so that it faces the new Trans-Canada
highway. It would be impossible for westbound
traffic to miss the thing. Strangely, though, that
means that from the visitors center parking lot
Mac the Moose – Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan
the view is of the moose‘s rear end. That stood
out even more because the statue is anatomically correct, something you can‘t help but notice when looking beneath the rear.
We saw the moose and a military plane that for some reason is mounted right next to it. Then we made our way west again.
Beyond Moose Jaw the landscape rapidly got more rugged and more interesting. For part of the way we drove next to Reed Lake, a
body of water whose name pretty much describes it. It looks more like a marsh than a lake, but it did make for a pretty drive. We also
passed potash mines, which look rather like the alkali flats in California, and rangeland dotted with oil wells.
One of the most interesting places we passed was Ernfold, a tiny town that except for one thing wouldn‘t stand out from the
dozens of other places the TCH has bypassed. What makes Ernfold different is that the entire town is located in the median of the
highway. They apparently built a two-lane bypass back in the ‗70s north of the town, which now serves as the westbound lanes.
Instead of widening that when they ―twinned‖ the road, they routed the eastbound lanes to the south. The town is small enough that
while it‘s a very wide median, you can still see the other side of the highway. It lends new meaning to referring to a little town as
―nothing more than a wide spot in the road‖.
It was evening when we finally made it to Swift Current, our destination for the night. While Swift Current has less than 15,000
people, like a lot of western towns it stretches on an on. It‘s basically the only thing of significance between Moose Jaw and Medicine
Hat (which are in turn the only things between Regina and Calgary), so it draws people in from a long ways away. They have the
shopping, hotels, and restaurants you‘d expect in a place at least twice the size. We‘d originally planned to stay in Moose Jaw, but
when Margaret tried to make a hotel reservation there, the computer wouldn‘t process it. She settled instead on the Comfort Inn in
Swift Current, which turned out to be great value and a pleasant place to stay.
Swift Current‘s Comfort Inn is an older property that is set up kind of strangely. The downstairs rooms have both inside and
outside entrances. We were given an ordinary key card to open the room from the hallway, and then if we wanted we could open a

sliding door to provide access from the outside. The room itself was very standard. It was showing its age, but had been kept up
reasonably well. If we hadn‘t been using points, we‘d have had to pay a AAA or senior rate of about $110 a night. The place wasn‘t
worth that much, but it was a steal for 6,000 Choice Privileges points. (By the way, the hotels are reimbursed for point redemptions at a
rate of 200 points per dollar, so they‘d make $30 for this stay. I found that out because a place I stayed in the Chicago area once
accidentally gave me the folio they are supposed to submit to the corporate headquarters for reimbursement. Thirty bucks probably
doesn‘t give much profit, but it ought to cover the costs of servicing the room.)
When we were in Toronto a year ago I‘d wanted to go to a Canadian discount store called Giant Tiger, but it hadn‘t worked into
our schedule. We‘d passed one in Brandon, and I knew there was another in Swift Current. I looked up the location on Google Maps,
and it seemed to be easy enough to get to. It turned out, though, that Swift Current would be yet another place where we‘d drive
around aimlessly. The streets looked nothing like they had on the map. Swift Current is surprisingly hilly, and the streets intersect at
odd angles. They also appear to change names frequently, even where the same street looks like it continues. We searched for about
twenty minutes, but we never did find Giant Tiger.
It had been a long time since lunch, and both Margaret and I were getting quite hungry. We decided to have supper at a place
called Boston Pizza, a Canadian chain that seems nearly as ubiquitous as Tim Hortons. There was a brief wait while they cleaned a
table, but once we were seated we had a nice meal. Boston Pizza comes across more like a family restaurant than a pizza place. The
décor is rather like a sports bar, with multiple TVs surrounded by autographed hockey jerseys. The menu is almost indescribably
immense, and pizza is just a tiny part of it. I had some excellent French onion soup, followed by an individual Hawaiian pizza
(pineapple and ham—the #1 pizza in Canada). The crust was crisp and airy, which is unusual for a restaurant pizza. Margaret had
barbecued ribs with a whiskey-based sauce. She ordered a glass of red wine. She had to wait a bit for that, though, as our waiter was
under age and couldn‘t serve her alcohol.
After dinner we went to the Swift Current Wal-Mart. While this was billed as a ―supercentre‖ and contained a full grocery
department, it was an old, skuzzy store. It was the sort of place they might spend days cleaning, but it would still look dirty. Cracked
concrete floors and bare cement block walls only added to the ambiance. All Wal-Marts have a warehouse feel to them, but this was
about as dumpy as they get.
My main purchase was a cheap watch, which would replace one that stopped running just today. I also picked up some pop
and snacks, all of which was quite reasonably priced. When I got to the door, the alarm went off. Apparently the check-out girl hadn‘t
de-activated a sensor in the watch packaging. The guard was surprisingly young for a Wal-Mart doorman, though for some reason he
used a walker. He slowly checked my receipt and then ushered me back to the service desk. A woman there ran the watch over a
desensitizing pad, which allowed me to walk out the door.
Back at the hotel I read through all the papers I‘d acquired during the day, and we made plans for tomorrow. It began to rain
late in the evening, and soon it was utterly pouring. I was glad to be in a safe, dry place with such a storm outside.

We were up around 6:20 this morning. Again the room was very cold, and I must say a warm shower felt quite good.
The hotel breakfast was weird. In lieu of a normal breakfast room, they‘d converted what obviously was originally a guest
room—in fact, the one right next to ours. The buffet was set out on the built-in desk/dresser combo where normally you‘d find the TV,
and they‘d put four small tables where the beds would have been. They‘d taken the door off the bathroom, so it basically served no
purpose at all. The breakfast options were limited, though far more extensive than those at the Econolodge in North Dakota. I had a
toaster waffle and a muffin, plus a cup of plain yogurt. (I‘m not sure when the last time I saw plain yogurt was, but this one didn‘t even
pretend to be a fruit flavor.) They‘d run out of coffee in the breakfast room, but fortunately there was some just around the corner in the
lobby.
An advantage of having come all the way to Swift Current was that we weren‘t in any particular hurry this morning. We ended
up leaving around 8:00, and we had an easy drive through far western Saskatchewan. We stopped for gas at a run-down gas station in
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the middle of nowhere, just shy of the Alberta boarder. The cost was $1.29 per liter (US$4.49/gallon). It would have been cheaper to
have waited until we were actually in Alberta, but we were close to running on fumes at this point, and it was better safe than sorry.
We made a brief stop at the information centre at the Alberta border. I wanted to pick up a road map and was surprised to find
they sold them rather than giving them away. The cost was only $2, but it is the sort of thing I‘d think they could subsidize. While I
didn‘t know it at the time, buying the map actually turned out to be a good deal. It came with a coupon that ended up saving us $12 on
admission to a historic site we saw later.
Alberta is much more populated and developed than Saskatchewan. While most of what we went through was still rural, there
was much more traffic on the Trans-Canada, the towns were closer together, and there appeared to be people who lived out of town
but not on real farms or ranches. The settlement in Alberta looks rather like Nebraska (notably less settled than Iowa, but still settled),
while Saskatchewan is more like Montana.
We continued westward and before long reached Medicine Hat, one of those places whose name has always amused me.
Almost more amusing were signs there welcoming us to ―The Gas City‖. While they‘re referring to underground natural gas deposits

that have made the area wealthy, my childish mind couldn‘t help but think of other things.
feasting on beans and the resulting intestinal distress.

I pictured a hundred thousand people

As far as I know there‘s no giant concrete sculpture in Medicine Hat (though we did see a rather abstract teepee from the
highway), and I don‘t think we‘d have been able to stop if there were. The Trans-Canada goes right straight through this fast-growing
city of 100,000, and they‘re doing major construction to upgrade the numerous stoplights to actual exits. It wasn‘t too bad to get
through on a Sunday, but it‘s got to be a nightmare at rush hour. The construction caused us to miss another opportunity to go to Giant
Tiger. The online instructions said we should take the ―City Centre‖ exit, and that exit was closed by the construction. So we just drove
straight through Medicine Hat without stopping.
The landscape kept gradually rising as we made our way west. The landscape remained mostly agricultural, but we passed
more and more oil wells. While most of the land is farmed or grazed, agriculture seems more secondary to the economy here.
We drove on to Brooks, a rapidly growing town of about 15,000. This was another place where we basically took the wrong
exit. There was a sign for Smitty‘s (a Canadian chain much like Perkins) right at the exit we took, but this particular Smitty‘s had closed,
and the family restaurant was now a bar. We kept driving on the provincial highway, which led past several pleasant resident ial
neighborhoods and on into downtown Brooks. There was quite a lot of business in downtown Brooks, but not a restaurant to be found.
Before we knew it we were at the south end of town, where we just turned around. Eventually we took what looked like a county road.
This didn‘t look too promising, either, but before long we did see one place to eat, and we pulled in there.
We ended up eating at a combination Tim Hortons and Cold Stone
Creamery. (Tim Hortons actually owns Cold Stone, so that‘s not as strange
as it might seem.) While we‘d eaten at ―Timmy‘s‖ just yesterday, we were
getting hungry now and figured this would have to suffice. This Tim
Horton‘s was much cleaner than the one in Brandon. What‘s more the staff
was efficient, and there were no communications problems. I had a soup
combo featuring a ham and cheese sandwich, while Margaret had the
combo with a BLT. The soup was still a bit tepid for my taste, though
warmer than what they served in Brandon. For a treat we each had a Cold
Stone ice cream sandwich—vanilla ice cream between chocolate chip
cookies and covered in sprinkles. Margaret also got a Tim Hortons travel
mug which fit well in the cup holder in her car.
Not far past Tim Hortons the side street became ―the strip‖ for
Brooks. Had we kept driving we could have had pretty much anything we
wanted for lunch. Timmy‘s wasn‘t bad, though, and it is quintessentially
Canadian.
We made our way back to the TCH and continued westward. I was glad we were headed west rather than east, because not
far from Strathmore (the last real town before Calgary) there was an accident that completely blocked the eastbound lanes. There was
no problem at all westbound, though, and almost before we knew it we were in Calgary.
For a city of more than a million people, Calgary was incredibly easy to get through. We were on the oldest incarnation of the
th
Trans-Canada. Still called Highway 1, it follows 16 Avenue North all the way across the city. There‘s a Route 1-A that was the
original bypass and a fully limited access beltway (rare in Canada) called highway 201. Through traffic all follows the beltway, so on a
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weekend traffic on 16 Street moved right along. There are quite a few stoplights, but they are spaced fairly far apart. There‘s also
some stretches where it‘s almost expressway standards, and we breezed through those. Margaret was driving, and she‘ll be the first to
tell you she hates pretty much any aspect of urban driving. I think she‘d also agree that Calgary wasn‘t all that bad, though.
Before long we‘d reached Banff Trail, just northwest of downtown Calgary. We continued just a little ways west from there and
made an awkward turn onto an access road at a McDonalds restaurant. Just west of there was the very narrow drive that circled our
home for the next three days, the Econolodge—Motel Village.
While many cities have a neighborhood that‘s mostly full of lodging establishments, Calgary is one of the few places that
actually calls it what it is. Motel Village was established around the time I was born at what was then the edge of the city. Some of the
properties here (including ours) date to when the area was created, while others are much newer. By the 1990s Motel Village had
degraded into a collection of hourly rate establishments and was considered the one of the highest crime areas in Calgary. W ith the CTrain light rail system, the city revived the original intent to serve travelers, and stressed the quick connection to downtown as an
advantage of lodging in this area. The seediest motels were bulldozed and replaced brand new properties catering to more affluent
customers. The other properties became franchises of budget chains, and most were renovated in the process. Today this is still not
considered a ―nice‖ part of Calgary, but it‘s a perfectly safe area and it has just about the only remotely affordable lodging in a very
pricey city.
For us this would be another free stay, this time with Margaret‘s points. The only reason she had enough points to pay for the
stay (three nights at 12,000 points per night) was because of a problem she had on the way back from Europe earlier this year. Her
flight to Chicago was diverted to Detroit due to thunderstorms, which caused her to miss a connection to Minneapolis. She‘d missed
the deadline and couldn‘t cancel her hotel room in Minneapolis, but she did earn hotel points for the wasted night. That, together with
her other earnings, gave her just enough to cover the cost of the Econolodge—Motel Village. When we discovered this, I cancelled a

reservation at the Econolodge—University (a significantly newer property also located in the Motel Village complex), and by redeeming
points here instead we saved about $375.
Aside from being free, there
was nothing in particular to recommend
the Econolodge. There‘s nothing really
wrong with the place, but it‘s very, very
tired. It likely dates to when Motel
Village was first established, and while
they‘ve kept up on basic maintenance,
very few renovations have been done.
The building is a two story cement block
structure
with
brick
highlights,
surrounded by a U-shaped drive. The
entire lot has been paved over, and a
couple of ornamental bushes right next
to the building are the only thing green
anywhere around.
There‘s parallel
parking along the drive that surrounds
the hotel, plus a small additional lot
behind a Denny‘s next door.
The
upstairs rooms (including ours) feature
balconies that overhang the first floor.
The balconies are tiny, though, and the
only view they have is of the other
motels and restaurants nearby. In the
TripAdvisor reviews, the most common
comment was that the lobby smelled like
air freshener. That was certainly true,
Econolodge—Motel Village – Calgary, Alberta
though I think I‘d prefer that to whatever the spray scent was covering up. The surfaces in the lobby were all covered in br ass and
mirrors, a design that I‘m sure seemed futuristic when the place was built. The hallways and stairways were extremely narrow and
featured a red carpet with a busy design that tried but failed to cover up decades of grime.
The room itself was adequate, and certainly far from the worst place I‘ve stayed. It had two double beds that were perfectly
comfortable, a fairly large desk area, a refrigerator and microwave, and an old non-digital color TV. That TV brought in all the basic
cable channels, and they also had free internet access. The air conditioner was on its last legs, but once it cooled the room down
initially, it kept the place cool. Being older, the shower had good pressure. Both the bathroom and bedroom were clean, if not
immaculate, and the place was quiet at night. Calgary is a very pricy city for hotels (higher even than Toronto or Vancouver), and if I
visited there again, I‘d probably be willing to pay the $125 or so a night they charge at the Econolodge—Motel Village, if for no other
reason than that nicer places are at or above $200.
It was not really a surprise that a south Asian woman was sitting behind the desk in the lobby. She was very pleasant and
checked us in efficiently. It was actually well before check-in time when we arrived, and she shuffled us to a different room than we‘d
originally been assigned. She gave us keys that worked and remained properly programmed the whole time we were there, so I
certainly can‘t complain.
We settled in the room and relaxed a few minutes. Then we set out to do a bit of exploring. If the various parking lots of Motel
Village were not fenced, it would have been a very short walk to the C-Train station. Since they were, we had to go around half the
perimeter of the village. There were two possible routes, and today we took the less desirable. We walked past the Boston Pizza right
next door to our hotel and then past Canada‘s Best Value Inn, a McDonalds with one of the smallest parking lots I‘ve ever seen, a
family restaurant called Phil‘s, a Thriftlodge that advertised a salt water pool, a Travelodge, a rather nice-looking Hampton Inn, the other
Econolodge in the neighborhood, a Quality Inn that appeared to be closed for renovations, and a very pretentious looking Comfort Inn.
About half this route had no sidewalks, so we either had to walk on the access road for the Trans-Canada or cut in and out of parking
lots.
Across the street from the Comfort Inn was the Banff Trail C-Train station. This is a fairly busy station that not only serves
Motel Village, but also a residential neighborhood, a couple of commercial districts, the University of Calgary, and McMahon Stadium
(home of Calgary‘s professional football team). Large pedestrian bridges that reminded me of the bridges over highway 6 in Iowa City
span the Trans-Canada and also Crowchild Trail, a semi-freeway that connects northwest Calgary with downtown, connect all the
surrounding areas with the station.
C-Train is Calgary‘s light rail system. It was originally opened in 1981, which makes it one of the oldest ―modern‖ urban rail
systems. The network was greatly expanded when Calgary hosted the Winter Olympics in 1988, and it has continued to grow at
regular intervals since then. In fact a whole new section was opened just this spring. C-Train was built cheaply, with utilitarian stations
that are definitely not works of art. The vehicles are also simple, and the original cars from the ‗80s work side by side with brand new
vehicles. There are just two lines, but they provide fairly comprehensive service to most points of interest and extend into suburban
neighborhoods (which are technically part of the city—Calgary has incorporated almost all its environs).
While it may not be a thing of beauty, C-Train is heavily used. In terms of riders per track mile, it‘s one of the most heavily
used urban trains anywhere in the world. It has almost double the ridership of any light rail system in the United States, and in fact has

more riders than the traditional subway systems in Philadelphia, Boston, Atlanta, or San Francisco. The Chicago ‗L‘ and the
Washington Metro each have only about double C-Train‘s ridership, yet each of them has many more lines in service. C-Train runs
very frequent service. At rush hour trains are just a couple minutes apart (on the downtown transit mall there‘s one literally every
block), and even on Sunday the waiting time is only about ten minutes. The trains run slowly on downtown streets, but they speed up
on semi-private rights-of-way away from the center.
Like most light rail systems, C-Train uses honor system ticketing, which means you‘re supposed to pay your fare before you
board. It turned out that we saw no fare inspectors either today or tomorrow (two days of a holiday weekend), but on Tuesday they
were out in force. We, of course, were honest and proceeded straight to the ticket vending machines. Strangely the machines are set
up so they accept Canadian coins and also credit cards, but not bills of any sort. We‘d assumed the machines would accept $5 or $10
bills (which is pretty standard everywhere these days), and neither of us had sufficient loonies or twonies ($1 or $2 coins) for the fare. I
think the lack of a bill acceptor may have been part of the conversion to plastic currency. Perhaps once the full switchover is made this
fall they‘ll take the new bills.
Since there wasn‘t really any other option, we used Margaret‘s
credit card to buy two one-day passes ($9 each, while a single ride is $3).
The ticket machine worked exactly like the Canadian ATMs. When
Margaret first inserted her card, it generated an error because of the lack
of an electronic chip, but when she pulled the card out again it read the
strip and continued the transaction. Unfortunately the time it took to buy
the tickets caused us to miss a train, so we had to sit around a while and
wait for the next one.
The C-Train platform was a place where we could certainly tell
we were in Canada. It wasn‘t festooned in maple leaves, but most of the
people waiting were quintessentially Canadian. Canada has always
come across to me as a younger, ―hipper‖, more liberal country than the
U.S. Alberta is Canada‘s most conservative province, and many say
Calgary is the most American city in the True North. In spite of that, like
all of Canada‘s cities, Calgary looks and feels like a college town. We
saw women in the briefest of micro-minis and people of both sexes with
David Burrow and Margaret Sullivan
hair dyed odd colors (often multiple colors on the same head) and limbs
at the Banff Trail C-Train Station – Calgary, Alberta
completely covered in tattoos. Even when I was young I always felt like a
bit of an old fuddy-duddy in Canada, and that feeling is only more pronounced now that I actually am one.
One way in which Calgary differs from places like Toronto and Vancouver is that by Canadian standards the place is not
particularly diverse. While it‘s not as white as—say—Grand Forks, Caucasians are well in the majority in Calgary. There are quite a
few Asians, a handful of Blacks and Hispanics, and a fair number of European immigrants. I‘d bet 75% or more are white people who
have lived in Canada their whole lives, though. It‘s certainly not overwhelmed by ―New Canadians‖ in the way other cities are. I wasn‘t
really expecting that, particularly since I knew Calgary had a South Asian Mayor (Naheed Nenshi, the first Moslem mayor of a major
North American city).
When a southbound train arrived, we rode just one stop south to Lions Park. Like many of the C-Train stations, this one was
under construction. They‘re in the process of extending all the platforms so they can accommodate four-car trains instead of the theecar trains they currently use. Fortunately at this station the construction was all at one end of the station, and there was an easy exit
well away from it.
I‘m not sure where the namesake park of Lions Park station is. The main thing this station seems to serve is North Hill Centre,
a large shopping mall that is directly attached to two condo towers. The mall entrance is right across the street from the station,
and that was our destination this afternoon.
The main place we shopped was a candy store called Purdy‘s Chocolates. Purdy‘s is headquartered in Vancouver and has
locations in malls throughout British Columbia, Alberta, and Ontario. (A lot of Canadian chains are partly, but not fully nationwide.) I‘d
never heard of Purdy‘s until last winter, when I happened to watch an episode of the TV show Undercover Boss. The company‘s
director of marketing disguised herself and took trainee jobs in Purdy‘s stores and factory. After watching the show I looked up the
company and ended up buying a few chocolates online (with shipping to the U.S. nearly as much as the price of the candy). The
chocolate was exquisite, so I figured a stop at an actual Purdy‘s store was warranted. My main purchase was a box of Himalayan pink
salt caramels. These were good, though also a bit strange. They were caramels coated in dark chocolate and then topped with
crystals of salt. Salt and caramel go together well, and chocolate and caramel also mix well. Salt and chocolate, though, was an odd
combination. Margaret probably made a wiser choice. She bought a vast quantity of individual candies. Indeed, it seemed like she
picked up one or two of everything they had in stock.
While Margaret was finishing her purchases, I wandered around the nearby area of the mall. Most interesting was a reminder
of the recent flood. An empty store was set up to receive donations for the Calgary Food Bank. In addition to the regular canned and
boxed goods, they were also requesting donations of various household items that would help people who had lost everything in the
flood start to get back on their feet. On the surface it didn‘t seem that there was all that much damage in Calgary. After all, the water
here receded in a couple of days, while it sat around for weeks in New Orleans. Calgary is also a much wealthier city than its southern
counterpart, and Canada‘s semi-socialist governmental structure is at its best in times of crisis. The food bank was just one reminder
that things weren‘t entirely normal here, though. Thousands of people had lost their homes (even more in the outlying areas than in the
city itself), and it would be a long time before everything was as it should be.

After the candy store, we went to the Sears at North Hill Centre. Sears in Canada is no longer owned by the American
company of the same name, and the Canadian chain has much more upscale stores than the American one. It‘s more along the lines
of Macy‘s or Kohl‘s. I almost always buy clothes as my main souvenirs when I travel, and I figured this might be a good place to pick
something up. They did have a number of shirts that looked interesting, but none were even remotely close to a price I was willing to
pay. They wanted upwards of $50 for polo shirts, while $20 would have been closer to my budget. I ended up not buying anything at
Sears.
We browsed a bit more through the mall and stopped in at a sporting goods store where Margaret saw there was a sale on
luggage. She has apparently wanted to get a new carry-on sized bag, and she found exactly what she wanted. Even on sale it was no
bargain, but it did appear to be sturdy and built to last.
It was amusing as we made our way down to the end of the mall and back that we passed the same person on six different
occasions. This young man stood out, because he was doing his shopping in bicycle shorts. While we stopped at a couple of diffe rent
stores, basically we just walked down the main hallway from one end to the other and back. It really made me wonder what rou te the
bicycle guy had taken.
We made our way back to the Lions Park C-Train station and caught another southbound train. We rode down just a couple
stops to the west end of downtown and then transferred to the other line. The western part of this is the new extension that just
opened, so we took it basically just to see where it went. It made a good way to get oriented to the C-Train system.
Like many urban transit systems, C-Train uses recorded announcements. Calgary uses a female voice that sounds a bit
schizophrenic. At times it is almost a ―come hither‖ voice, while at other times it‘s like a nasty old schoolteacher. The teacher voice
comes out in full force on the command, ―Please stand clear of the doors, as this train is trying to depart‖. We always got a laugh out of
that announcement, because the word ―trying‖ was stressed far more than anything else in the sentence. It appeared the train was
trying to depart, but not succeeding.
Most of the station names on C-Train are brief. The exception is a place we went past countless times, one stop south of
Lions Park. The voice would repeatedly tell us the next stop was ―SAIT – Alberta College of Art and Design – Jubilee Station‖. This is
actually a major abbreviation of the station‘s full name. SAIT, which rhymes with ―late‖, stands for Southern Alberta Institute of
Technology, and ―Jubilee‖ refers to Jubilee Civic Auditorium of Calgary, which was named in honor of Queen Elizabeth a couple of
jubilees ago. If they said the complete name of that station, I‘m not sure they could finish it before the doors closed. Perhaps needless
to say the area around this stop is a big complex of college buildings. SAIT was closed when the floods hit, and when we arr ived six
weeks later its residence halls were still full of evacuees.
The new western line mostly goes through residential neighborhoods. These date to a surprising variety of eras. Some are
the same huge homes on tiny lots you‘d find in West Des Moines or Ankeny, others are the ―little houses made of ticky tacky‖ I
remember from my childhood in the Quad Cities, and some even reminded me of my old neighborhood in Mt. Pleasant. Strangely it‘s
not necessarily the close-in neighborhoods that are small and old and the distant areas that are big and new. I got the feeling the city is
as much filling in with new development as it is spreading out. Western Calgary looks hilly and very green. It seems varied in income
level, and I think it would be a fairly pleasant place to live.
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We rode out to the end of the line at 69 Street. Then we just exited to the platform, re-boarded the same train, and rode back
east. Strangely, we weren‘t the only people to do this. We rode back to the Westbrook stop, which is the only underground s tation in
the entire C-Train network. (Subway construction costs money, and as I noted before C-Train was built very cheaply.) It‘s just barely a
subway, too; the fact that there‘s a skylight on the platform lets you know you‘re not very deep.
We made our way upstairs and outside. Westbrook station is vaguely near a mall of the same name, but vaguely is the key
word there. We battled raindrops as we raced across an enormous parking lot. At the other side was a Wal-Mart that was awkwardly
attached to the rest of the mall. We basically walked around two sides of Wal-Mart before we got to the back entrance of the mall.
Unfortunately when we did reach the entrance we found that virtually everything at the mall was closed. While Canada‘s
shopping hours have increased in recent years, they‘re still a lot shorter than what we have in the States. On Sunday just about
everything shuts up tight at 5pm. We‘d arrived at roughly that time, and they were just pulling the grates over the restaurants in the
food court. We‘d planned on having an early dinner here, but that wasn‘t going to happen. We ended up just using the restrooms
(which were being cleaned as we used them) and heading back to the station.
There was steady light rain as we walked back across the Wal-Mart parking lot. There were some interesting people in the
station when we arrived. One was asking if smoking was allowed on the platform. If anywhere in Canada did allow smoking, it would
be Alberta, but it‘s not really a surprise that it has been banned. The other person of interest was a young man who had grown up in
Calgary but now lived in Hawaii. He and a brother had been in Alberta for an extended visit and were about to fly back to the Pacific.
The brother was apparently at a downtown bar, and this guy would have to stop by the bar, fetch his brother, catch another train to the
end of the line, and then transfer to a bus to get to the airport. I forget exactly when his plane departed, but I remember that it struck
me he was cutting things awfully close. Perhaps Canadian security formalities take less time than ours do.
The Hawaiian guy was helpful for us, because he kept us from getting off at the wrong station. There are actually two stations
at the west end of downtown. One appears to exist to serve people who want to actually get off in that rather skuzzy area, while the
other is the main transfer station between the two lines. We had gotten up when we got to the former station, and the guy from Hawaii
assured us we wanted to wait until the next stop.

We got on the northwest line and rode past Banff Trail and on out to the end of that line at Crowfoot. Beyond Banff Trail this
route mostly runs in the middle of an expressway, similar to a lot of the train lines in Chicago and Los Angeles. This is almost all quite
new suburban development (all of which is technically in the city of Calgary). It could as easily be Coralville or North Liberty as Calgary.
In addition to pretentious homes (both single family houses and condo developments), there‘s lots and lots of strip malls. The business
isn‘t really very convenient to the train, though. All the stations are park-and-rides, and to get to the strip malls we‘d have to take an
overpass across the freeway, make our way through a sea of parking, and finally walk down the access roads to the businesses.
These appear to be very car-oriented neighborhoods, but people park their cars and take the train to go elsewhere in the city.
On our train back south we were right behind a little girl who was traveling with her grandmother. The woman seemed
surprisingly young to be a grandma, but of course I could easily have grandchildren myself. The little girl seemed to be a very good
urban traveler, though she was obviously not looking forward to a brief tunnel section where the train crossed under the freeway right
before Banff Trail.
Margaret and I exited at Banff Trail and re-traced our steps to the Econolodge. We were both fairly hungry at this point, so
after dumping our stuff at the motel we walked back to McDonalds for supper. Margaret ordered a southwest salad, while I had the
quarter pounder value meal. I ordered a blueberry pomegranate smoothie for my drink. Margaret had originally ordered a shak e, but
when she heard my order, she changed hers to match it. The smoothies really were very good. They were tart and refreshing after a
long day.
We made our way back to the motel, and Margaret relaxed a bit. I went out and did some more exploring in the neighborhood.
In particular I found a more pleasant walking route to the train station. Much of this route went through parking lots (for the Best
Western, Super 8, and Executive Plaza Hotels and for a big minimall). Past the strip mall there was a sidewalk that led directly to the
station.
I had another treat on my way back to the hotel. I stopped at a Dairy Queen in the strip mall and picked up a small chocolate
dipped cone. Even in our country Dairy Queen is becoming unaffordably expensive, and it was no surprise that even a small c one was
two bucks in Canada. With tax it came to $2.12, which of course the clerk rounded down to $2.10 in accordance with the no penny law.
I paid with a twonie and a dime. It was amusing that in spite of the new rounding law, they still had a ―take a penny—leave a penny‖
dish by the counter. There were probably two dozen pennies just sitting in the dish. I wonder if the owners even realized they were
there.
Our main activity of the evening was watching TV. In particular we watched a concert that was being held at Jubilee
Auditorium, just south of where we were staying. Various Canadian musicians (mostly country singers) were doing a benefit for the
flood victims. Most of the concert honestly wasn‘t very good, but it‘s one of those things where it‘s the thought that counts as much as
anything. Most memorable was the finale, where some geezer I‘d never heard of sang the old hymn ―It Is Well With My Soul‖
accompanied by a youth choir. It definitely made a powerful statement on overcoming obstacles.

Compared to the past couple nights we slept in late today, not getting up until after 7:00. I enjoyed the strong shower, and
then while Margaret was showering I watched the morning news from CTV. The big news story was about bio-engineered hamburger.
Scientists in London had grown this synthetic ―franken-burger‖ in a lab by cloning cells from a cow. Its creators think it could be a
miracle food that would solve the world‘s food problems, but those who ate the in vitro meat described it as dry and tasteless.
We didn‘t have artificial hamburger for breakfast, though honestly that might have been an improvement. I‘d thought the
offerings in Grand Forks and Swift Current had been minimal, but they were way ahead of the Econolodge—Motel Village. Aside from
weak coffee and warm juice, their only offerings were mini-muffins that tasted freezer burnt and dried out bread that could be used for
toast. All they had to spread on the toast was margarine and mixed fruit jelly. It was one of the most pathetic breakfast spreads I‘ve
ever seen.
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After ―dining‖ in the breakfast room we walked over to the station, bought more day passes, and caught a train to 1 Street, at
the east end of downtown. Our destination was just south of there. The Glenbow Museum (named after the ranch owned by the man
who endowed it) is a huge and eclectic museum whose vast collections include history, ethnology, geology, and art. Today was a
particularly good day to see the Glenbow, because admission was free due to an irrelevant public holiday (basically an excuse for a
long weekend in August) in Canada.
We were among the first to arrive at the Glenbow, though the crowd gradually built through the morning. The bulk of the
visitors appeared to be either Asian (most of whom pushed around children in strollers) or whites of distinct ethnicity (Eastern European
immigrants who still spoke their native languages, for instance).
We took the elevator to the top floor and gradually made our way down, seeing all the exhibits as we went. We began with an
exhibit of minerals, which on the surface looked like the collection of rocks they have hidden in the nether reaches of Chicago‘s Field
Museum. It was much more interesting than that, though. They‘d chosen the rocks carefully and did a good job of explaining exactly

what was unique about the different minerals. We could see how slight changes in the composition would alter the color or structure of
the rocks. It really was quite fascinating.
Also on the top floor was an
exhibit on the people of Africa. This
was also very well done. They clearly
explained the differences between
different groups of people and
answered questions like why African art
so
often
features
exaggerated
cartoonish depictions of people‘s
private parts.
In the process they
traced the history of Africa from
prehistory through colonial days and
into modern times. There was a similar,
but smaller exhibit on Central America
that I also enjoyed.
Also upstairs was an exhibit on
warfare.
They trace the history of
conflict from swords and maces to night
vision goggles and drones. They do a
fairly good job of giving an international
perspective, rather than just a western
one. It glorified war a bit too much for
my taste, but it was an interesting
exhibit.

ABOVE: Artifacts representing male and female from the Glenbow’s
African collection (from the museum website)
BELOW: Horse made of barbed wire marks the entrance to ―Mavericks‖ exhibit

By far the best exhibit at the
Glenbow is entitled ―Mavericks: An
Incorrigible History of Alberta‖. This
traces what they call the ―community
history‖ of the province by focusing on
several specific people who could be
described as mavericks. (I gather that
term must be fairly common in the
West. It seemed strange to me when
John McCain chose to campaign using
it (particularly since he came across as
anything but a free thinker), but Arizona
and Alberta probably do share similar
perspectives.)
They looked at fur
traders, pioneer ranchers, railroad men,
Mounties, oil tycoons and roughnecks,
merchants, soldiers, soldiers, and
politicians.
The vast majority were
white men from the late 1800s and
early 1900s, but they also had a handful
of women, Asian immigrants, and
natives, and a few of the examples
were more modern.
While they
described this as ―an incorrigible
history‖, it struck me as rather sanitized.
It really was quite interesting, though,
and I enjoyed reading about everyone.

The Glenbow also has an
immense collection about native
cultures, what Canadians call ―First
Nations‖ and those of us further South
have traditionally called ―Indians‖. By far the largest traces the history and culture of the Blackfeet people, the original inhabitants of
southern Alberta. Among the artifacts is a full-size teepee (or tipi, which appears to be the preferred spelling these days), though an
electric fire inside it spoils the historical feel a bit. There are smaller displays on the Inuit (Eskimos), the native people of the Pacific
Northwest (a term which, amusingly, Canadians also use, even though for them it is really the southwestern part of their country), and
the Metis (may-TEE, the mixed descendants of French fur traders and native people, who today are themselves considered a ―First
Nation‖ by ruling of the Supreme Court of Canada).
The remainder of the Glenbow is an art museum, and the art collection is notably less interesting than everything else. The
best part is probably historical art, but it wouldn‘t be worth a look had we not already been here. Most of it is the work of Alberta artists,
and it understandably centers on mountain landscapes and horses. There‘s also an immense collection of modern paintings, again all

by local artists. Many of these are in the style of artists like Picasso, Matisse, Kadinsky, or Mondrian. The imitations didn‘t live up to
the work of the masters, though. More interesting was a small collection of the work of First Nations artists, but it also warranted just a
quick walk-through.
One of the most disappointing exhibits was the Asian collection. They have a vast collection of mostly religious artifacts from
all over southern and eastern Asia. I know very little about that part of the world, and I‘d love to have learned more. Thi s could have
been one of the best parts of the museum, had they interpreted things as they did with their African exhibit. A sign near the entrance
said that the donor had expressly forbidden them from doing that, though. Instead the objects d‘art were to be appreciated for their
beauty rather than their cultural value. So I just gave a quick gawk to all the buddhas and ganeshas, and samurai, and then moved on.
There were two special art exhibits. One was called ―Made in Calgary‖, which was a look at local designers from the ‗60s and
‗70s. Far more interesting was a huge collection of M.C. Escher prints. Unfortunately the Escher exhibit was by far the most crowded
area in the entire museum, so it was hard to actually see much of anything.
It was nearly one when we left the Glenbow, so we definitely made the most of our free admission. When we‘d finished we
made our way back to C-Train. We caught an eastbound train and rode into an area we hadn‘t explored yesterday. Because of
construction, this train went out of service at Franklin station (four stops east of downtown), so that‘s where we got off.
I‘d read about a restaurant that sounded interesting near Franklin, so we set out to look for it. This station, like many on CTrain, was in the median of a sort of semi-freeway (Memorial Drive) that had both exits and stoplights. From the platform we took
escalators up to skywalks that led across the freeway. Then long, winding ramps led back down to street level. We followed the crowd
from the platform to the south side of Memorial Drive. There was a park-and-ride lot there, and shuttle buses left from there to serve
the C-Train stations that were closed by construction. While the restaurant was supposed to be just a few feet from the station, we
couldn‘t see it from the park-and-ride lot. So we took sidewalks and followed the shuttle buses as they made their way east along side
streets.
The walk honestly didn‘t seem too promising. This was a mostly residential area, the sort of neighborhood that‘s mostly empty
during business hours. While today was technically a holiday, the area still didn‘t seem very lively. The principal business we passed
was Employment Alberta. It was closed for the holiday, but the place was memorable mostly because a couple of bums were sitting
outside the front door doing nothing. They seemed to be camped there semi-permanently, and I‘m pretty sure it wasn‘t because they
wanted to be first in line for all the great job opportunities.
Eventually the route the buses were following looped around and took us back up to Memorial Drive. There was a stoplight at
this intersection, and right across the street was the restaurant we‘d been looking for. We couldn‘t see it from the station, because it
had been blocked by yet another of the ubiquitous locations of Boston Pizza. If we had been able to see it, we‘d have exited to the
north side of the station and saved ourselves a lot of walking. At least we found the place, though.
Our destination was a place called Swiss Chalet. This is an all-Canadian chain of mid-range restaurants that specializes in
rotisserie chicken. (Apparently back in the ‗50s their first location had ski lodge architecture, which was the source of the name.) I‘m
sure food snobs would have exactly the same reaction to Swiss Chalet that they do to Olive Garden, but both Margaret and I enjoyed
our lunch here.
The restaurant seemed small on the outside, but was
cavernous once we entered. It was after the lunch rush, so half the
place was blocked off and a single waitress (a fifty-something
Asian woman) served a handful of tables scattered throughout the
other room. We were seated at a booth, and after perusing the
menu we both settled a dish from their ―Summer Sensations‖ menu
called ―sweet heat salad‖. This is a Thai-inspired dish that includes
a nice variety of greens, together with mild peppers, carrots,
mandarin orange sections, and sweet corn kernels with a sort of
sweet and sour dressing (apparently kiwi lime) and sliced chicken
breast topped with spicy peanut sauce and sesame seeds. It was
a fairly simple dish, but honestly it was one of the best things I‘ve
eaten in a long time. The chicken was some of the most flavorful
Sweet heat salad from the Swiss Chalet menu
I‘ve ever had, and it mixed with the other ingredients to make a
(The actual presentation was almost identical.)
very tasty salad. They had excellent coffee, too. Based on this meal, if I‘ll likely look for Swiss Chalet when I‘m in Canada in the future.
Since we knew where we were now, we had a much easier walk back to Franklin station. Basically we just walked past
Boston Pizza and we were in the north park-and-ride lot for the station. When we got to the platform there were about half a dozen
guards there. They weren‘t checking fares, but instead were keeping people from riding the train past this station. They made sure the
eastbound trains were emptied out before they moved ahead to a switch and turned around to arrive westbound.
We rode back downtown and then switched to a southbound train. We rode just a couple stops south to the station called
Victoria Park—Stampede. It‘s not hard to figure out that this is the main stop for the Calgary Stampede. It‘s busy year-round, though,
since it also serves a convention center, the hockey arena, and a busy (if somewhat seedy) neighborhood. This was the area that bore
the brunt of the flood, but it was also the first place to be cleaned up. There was virtually nothing on the Stampede ground s or in the
surrounding area that would hint of the recent disaster.

Our destination was the BMO (Bank of Montreal) Centre, a convention complex that is directly connected to the station by a
skywalk. We had read of a little museum inside BMO Centre called the Grain Academy Museum that sounded interesting.
Unfortunately the door from the skywalk to BMO was locked, and when we went down to ground level we found that every other door to
the convention center was also shut tight. Obviously the place was closed for the holiday.
We went back to the station and headed further south. We rode clear to the south end of the line, Somerset—Bridlewood.
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The station is in a mess of suburban sprawl vaguely near 162 Avenue southeast and McLeod Trail (the major highway that leads
south to the U.S. and becomes Interstate 15). West of the station is a sea of cul de sac housing developments full of McMansions
jammed onto tiny lots. To the east is Shawnessy Centre, an enormous complex of strip malls and every big box store you‘ve ever
heard of (and a lot you probably haven‘t). The station itself is in a vast no man‘s land between the two, surrounded by immense parkand-ride lots.
We walked nearly a mile from the station before reaching our destination, the Shawnessy Centre Target store. Target
expanded into Canada just last March. They bought out the Zeller‘s chain (most of whose stores were actually former K-Marts) and
also built a handful of brand new stores, which I think was what the Shawnessy location was. Apparently the reception has been
mixed, and more lukewarm than the one given when Wal-Mart bought out Canada‘s Woolco stores. Still, I thought it would be
interesting to see a Canadian Target, so we made our way inside.
While it might be different in other regions, there was little about this store in south Calgary that would distinguish it from a
suburban supercenter in the States. About a month ago I‘d been in the Ankeny Target, and it was pretty much identical. The actual
merchandise was slightly different (with bilingual labeling and certain brands only found north of the border), but the feel of the store
was the same. My main memory is that, as in Target‘s American stores, the décor was oppressively red.
I bought some locally roasted coffee beans, a miniature bottle of mouthwash, and a box of snacks called baguette bites. (I
love trying unusual snack foods when I travel, and these turned out to be very good.) Margaret also picked up a few things, though I
don‘t remember what she bought. I used a self-checkout, while Margaret went to a human cashier. Her clerk had apparently biked to
work. There were dark clouds out, and we‘d made it into the store just before a brief downpour. The checker was apparently a bit
worried about whether he‘d make it home dry.
We did stay dry, though it poured again while we were on the northbound train. There were some strange people among the
fellow passengers as we rode back downtown. In my notes I wrote ―scruffy guys and slutty girls‖, and that does describe most of the
people in the car. Among the most noteworthy was an elderly Chinese man who I think may have had mental problems. He tried to
strike up conversations with almost everyone in the car, but pretty much no one would give him the time of day. A middle-aged woman
who was apparently a first-time C-Train rider also stood out. She was headed to Dalhousie station, and she was extremely worried that
she‘d miss her stop. Dalhousie is in the far northwest corner of Calgary, the penultimate station northbound. It would be close to a
forty-five minute trip from Somerset—Bridlewood, and even if she did miss it, she could just continue one more stop and come back.
She spent the whole trip downtown fretting, though, and I assume that continued after we left the train.
We got off right downtown and made our way into Calgary‘s main Hudson‘s Bay Company store. This is a lovely old
department store. It dates to 1913 and includes all the ornate decorations you‘d expect from an elegant store of that era. It was fun to
just browse and check out the building.
They were celarancing their summer clothes at the Bay, and unlike at Sears the sale prices were actually low. I picked up two
different shirts that will be my main souvenirs of this trip. I also got a coffee mug with the Hudson‘s Bay Company blanket stripes for its
design. The mug was also on sale, and even with tax I parted with less than twenty bucks for everything.
There was
an awkward wait
to check out, and
while I stood at the
checkstand,
I
picked up two
additional souvenirs for absolutely
nothing. They had
a display of gift
cards at the cash
register, and I
grabbed one with
the blanket stripe
logo and another
that featured a line
art design of a
moose and an old
Devonian Gardens – downtown Calgary
Website photo of HBC coffee mug
trading post. You
can validate the cards with any value you wish, and I chose to make that value zero. They do make a couple of cute little mementos,
though.

The Bay is next to a downtown mall that was formerly known as Eaton Centre. When Eaton‘s went out of business, the place
was re-named the CORE Shopping Centre (with CORE in all caps for no particular reason). There‘s not really much of interest in the
CORE, but on their top floor is an indoor park area called the Devonian Gardens. While I have no clue what makes it ―Devonian‖, it is a
lovely botanic center. It reminded me of the Garfield Park Conservatory in Chicago, which is one of my favorite places to visit. As part
of the mall, it‘s also free. I‘m definitely glad we decided to go there.
Next door to the CORE is a retail and office complex called Scotiabank Centre, where we figured we might be able to find an
ATM. They had one, though it was surprisingly hidden. What wasn‘t hidden at Scotiabank Centre was their security. The place was
overrun with those ―rent-a-cop‖ security guards that look like teenagers who‘ve dressed up as police officers for Halloween. Excessive
security never makes me feel very secure; I always wonder why they feel it‘s necessary. There certainly didn‘t seem to be any reason
to merit such a production here, and at least the guards didn‘t bother Margaret and me.
One place we chose not to visit in downtown Calgary was Calgary Tower. While every tourist guide suggests a stop there, it
really didn‘t seem to have anything of interest. It‘s a big pillar topped with an observation deck and revolving restaurant, much like the
CN Tower or the Space Needle. It was built for the Canadian centennial in 1967 and appears to be showing its age. These days a
dozen or so buildings soar higher than the tower, so the view from the observation deck is almost certainly obstructed. It costs $16,
and that was a bit too steep for me.
Calgary, by the way, has a really boring skyline. The place has been called the Houston of the North, and while I‘ve not been
to downtown Houston, from the pictures I‘ve seen it‘s a fair comparison. While there‘s quite a few tall buildings (similar to what you‘d
see in downtown Minneapolis), the architecture is about as generic as it gets. It‘s just one big glass and concrete box after another,
almost all housing the regional headquarters of various energy-related companies. It‘s too far from the mountains for them to be a
factor in the skyline view, so there‘s not much of anything to give the place character. The postcards all feature the Saddledome arena,
because that‘s by far the most interesting building in the city.
We walked to City Hall station at the east end of downtown and waited there for a train. It was sunny while we were walking to
the station, but while we were waiting on the platform it began raining cats and dogs. Alberta weather certainly is changeable.
We caught a train back to Banff Trail and rested up for a while at the hotel. It was well into the evening at this point, and
neither of us wanted to venture very far for dinner. We ended up going over to Phil‘s, the family restaurant we‘d passed on the way to
the station. Phil‘s is a chain, but one that appears to exist only in Calgary. Unlike most such places, the place closes up fairly early
(9pm, I think). It was also interesting that they had a liquor license, which is definitely something you won‘t find at Perk ins or Country
Kitchen. The clientele is mostly older, and the menu seems geared to those tastes. They certainly don‘t have haute cuisine, but it
wasn‘t a bad place to have dinner.
I had French onion soup and a chef salad. The soup was too salty and a bit less than truly hot (the third time I‘d encountered
that problem in Canada). The salad was really quite good, though. Except for more variety in the lettuce, the salad was the exact
same thing we served at the Iris back in the ‗70s. In this case ―retro‖ was good, though. While unpretentious, it was a very tasty salad.
Margaret had bacon (Canadian bacon, of course) and eggs with pancakes, and she seemed to enjoy having breakfast for dinner.
I had one more treat on the way back to the hotel. I stopped in at McDonalds and picked up another blueberry pomegranate
smoothie. They have snack size smoothies at McD‘s in Canada, smaller than the ―small‖ size and priced at $1.99. That was just
enough to be refreshing, and not pricey enough to dent my wallet. I wish more places would offer smaller sizes of stuff, but they seem
obsessed with super-sizing rather than down-sizing.
We watched The Weather Network (a network completely unrelated to the Weather Channel in the States—with enough
information to satisfy the most dedicated meteorology student) and then the TV news. Tonight‘s big story was about two boys in New
Brunswick who had been killed by a python. Apparently the kids were having a sleepover at a friend‘s house. The friend‘s father
owned a pet store that featured exotic animals, and the snake had escaped from the store and somehow gotten into their apartment
upstairs. Details of the deaths were not entirely clear (and, interestingly, they still seem to be incomplete a month later), but the main
theory was that the snake fell from a ventilation duct onto the sleeping boys and crushed them.
The idea of snakes randomly falling from vents was hardly the most soothing thought as we tried to get to sleep. I must say I
tossed and turned a bit, but eventually I did get some rest.

We slept in until after 7:00 this morning. I passed on the motel breakfast and instead made a run to McDonalds. I picked up
some cinnamon melts (basically monkey bread) for Margaret, and an Egg McMuffin for myself. It intrigued me that their Egg Mc Muffins
were the same price they were back home (actually slightly cheaper, once the exchange rate is taken into account). Almost everything
is slightly more expensive in Canada, so things that aren‘t stand out.
I didn‘t buy coffee at McD‘s. I‘d packed a coffee pot (an old fashioned percolator, which I still think make just about the best
coffee), so we could make the amount and strength of coffee we wanted in our hotel room. An advantage of traveling by car was that it

was easy to haul that along. Had we flown or taken a train, the coffee pot would have taken too much space and been a potential
mess.
We left the hotel about 9am. I picked up the complimentary Calgary Sun at the hotel desk and also a paper of the free paper
Metro on our way to the C-Train station. It‘s kind of sad that the freebie was the better of the two papers, but the Sun (a sister of the
same-named papers in Toronto and Vancouver) is a cheap tabloid in the British tradition. You can imagine how they treated the story
about the boys being crushed by a snake.
Margaret needed to use an ATM, so we got off right downtown. We ended up going into the Bank of Montreal‘s main
downtown office. This is an enormous building, but it was mostly empty—as you might expect in this era of mostly electronic banking.
A single teller was manning the enormous counter, and no one was taking advantage of her services. The lobby also had two ATMs.
These weren‘t just any cash machines, though. They were enormous cubes of wallboard that stood ten or twelve feet high, almost like
they‘d erected little buildings inside the lobby. There was easily enough room inside those cubes to fit an office or storeroom. Three
sides of the cubes were just painted with the BMO logo. On the fourth side they‘d mounted the same ATM you‘d expect to see facing
the sidewalk next to the main entrance of a bank. Why they needed such an elaborate place to mount their cash machines I have no
clue, but they certainly were memorable.
We caught the next eastbound train and continued our trip. The first stop past downtown is called Bridgeland. It‘s not hard to
figure out from that name that this is close to the river, and it was one of the neighborhoods most affected by the flood. That might not
have even registered as we rode along, except that the recorded voice said the name ―Bridgeland‖ oddly. It was pronounced with three
distinct syllables: BRI-juh-lund. The bulk of the housing in the area appears to be apartments. While that likely means only the lower
floors were badly damaged, it also means that if a building was damaged (with its power being severed, for instance), a large number of
people would be displaced. Supposedly quite a few Bridgeland residents were still living at community centers and the SAIT
dormitories.
Our destination was one stop past
Bridgeland. The signs here make it impossible
to miss where you are. In addition to the
standard station name and directional signage,
a menagerie of two-dimensional animals
parades across the top of the platform indicating
this is the stop for the Calgary Zoo. Zoo station
is located in the middle of Memorial Drive, and I
was expecting it would be about as far from the
actual zoo entrance as many of the suburban
stops were from the surrounding malls. It really
couldn‘t be more convenient, though. Indeed, it
would definitely be quicker and easier to take
the train to the zoo than to walk there since the
parking lot is quite a bit further away than the
train platform.

Platform sign at Calgary Zoo C-Train station
waited briefly in line and joined the mob that entered when they first opened the gate.

We rode an escalator down to an
underpass beneath Memorial Drive. The ticket
office for the zoo was located right in that
underpass, right beneath the train platform. We
bought tickets (a special deal for $10 each),

The tickets were discounted (they‘re usually $18, I think) because the zoo was badly damaged by the flood. Most of the park
was under water, and many of the animals were relocated. There‘s a big fundraising campaign with the theme ―2 BY 2, REBUILD THE
ZOO‖. They had just re-opened August 1, but large parts were still off limits. Indeed only three main attractions were open. Those
were sufficient to make for a pleasant visit, though.
The first place we went was called Prehistoric Park, which was
surprisingly interesting. This isn‘t really a ―zoo‖ in the traditional sense, but a
re-creation of the habitats where dinosaurs and similar creatures once lived.
Numerous ancient creatures lived in Alberta, and they have lifesize concrete
replicas of those animals set among primeval swamps, forests, and
grasslands. While the reptiles are rather obviously fake, the habitats are very
realistic. Except for occasional glimpses of skyscrapers in the background, I
really could imagine this was a prehistoric setting. In addition to displaying the
ancient landscape, they also have interpretive signs that explain how the
ancient plants and animals became the oil and gas on which Alberta‘s
economy is based.

Deer in Canadian Wilds at Calgary Zoo

The main part of the zoo is called Canadian Wilds. The name is
pretty much self-explanatory. We hiked through a fairly rugged area
(surprising in a relatively flat city) and saw animals that inhabit prairies, forests,
and mountain tops in essentially their natural habitats. It was a cool morning,

so almost all the animals were out where we could gawk at them. There was nothing I hadn‘t seen before (in most cases both in zoos
and in the wild), but it was interesting. It was especially good to see the Canadian Wilds exhibit, because aside from the occasional
bird we basically saw no wildlife at all on this entire trip outside the zoo.
The third thing that was open was called Penguin Plunge. This is apparently the most popular exhibit at the zoo, though
neither Margaret nor I was very impressed by it. Penguins are cute birds, but one zoo‘s display of them is pretty much the same as
another. I‘d love to visit Antarctica or even southern South America one day and see penguins in their natural environment.
The African, Asian, and South American exhibits were still under repair from the flood, but we still spent the bulk of the
morning at the zoo. In addition to the exhibits, what was memorable about the zoo was the mix of patrons they had. There was a huge
number of nannies wheeling little brats around in strollers. The kids spent the entire day screaming at the top of their lungs, and I must
say it was kind of nice to leave and return to the relative quiet of the train.
We rode five stops further east and got off at Whitehorn station. The main exit to this station is another of those enormous
th
skywalks across the semi-expressway (here 36 Street Northeast). Fortunately there was an auxiliary exit that was much more
convenient for us. We exited to the south, and while we had to wait briefly for a light, almost immediately we were at our next
destination.
That destination was Nando‘s, a chain
originally founded in Mozambique (now based in
South Africa) that features chicken spiced with
peri-peri peppers. This was the third time I‘d
eaten at Nando‘s. Margaret and I had been to a
neighborhood location when we were in London
years ago, and I‘d also been to the Nando‘s in
the food court at Metrotown mall in Vancouver.
The Calgary Nando‘s was like neither of those.
This was a generic building on a tacky strip,
sandwiched between a Wendy‘s and an oil
change place. From the style of the building, I‘d
bet it was originally built as a Pizza Hut. Back
home an abandoned fast food place would likely
have become a Mexican or Asian restaurant,
but Nando‘s fits right in to the ―ethnic‖ cuisine of
Canada.
Both Margaret and I had chicken
kabobs with spicy rice.
The chicken is
marinated for just a bit of spice, and they have
sauces you can add yourself to add any degree

Website view of Nando’s in northeast Calgary
of heat you want. I tried four different sauces, and they were
all delicious. We also ordered ginger ale, which was
supposed to come from a fountain tap at their bar. Apparently
something was wrong, though (I‘d bet they were out of the
ginger ale canister), so they gave us bottled soda instead.
Just as we were finishing the bottles, the woman from the bar
brought us glasses of ginger ale as well. We certainly were
well hydrated.
There were signs at Nando‘s advising that the place
would be closing soon for renovations. I‘m not really sure why
they felt they needed to renovate the place. While it looked like
a dumpy old Pizza Hut on the outside, inside it was quite a nice
restaurant. A guy at a nearby table was curious about the
closure, and he asked the waitress (or busser—I‘m not really
sure what to call the employees at a place where they bring
your food but don‘t actually take orders) about it. In he
conversation he said he‘d be interested in buying the place,
and I think he might have been serious. It probably would be a
good investment.

We tried to do some shopping in the suburban sprawl
near Nando‘s but we weren‘t too successful in that. Margaret
wanted a specific type of needlepoint canvas, and I had seen
Copper table number shaped like a peri-peri pepper
online that there was a Michael‘s craft store near Nando‘s. We
nd
Nandos – Calgary, Alberta
walked west on 32 Avenue and before long came to a strip
mall set back from the street that included Michael‘s. We scoured the store and asked for help from a clerk. It turned out that while
they did have plastic canvas, they didn‘t have the specific type Margaret needed. She did pick up a bit of yarn, but the wheels on her
needlepoint train would have to wait.

The other place we‘d hoped to patronize was the northeast Calgary location of Giant Tiger. When I‘d checked Google Maps
for the location of Nando‘s, a Giant Tiger location appeared on the map not far away. I had written down directions for its location and it
seemed like it should be just around the corner from Michael‘s. Unfortunately this Giant Tiger was as elusive as the ones in Swift
Current and Medicine Hat. We wandered around far too long but never did find anything resembling a discount store. Later I checked
the Giant Tiger website and found that this location had closed. There was an empty store right next to Michael‘s, and that‘s likely
where it had been. We didn‘t know that, though, so we went on a wild goose chase—or perhaps a wild tiger hunt. We made an
awkward loop through a neighborhood with no sidewalks that featured business parks and warehouses. Eventually we made it to an
enormous shopping mall. We crossed their parking lot and ended up at Rundle, the next station south of Whitehorn.
We caught an inbound train and rode downtown. There we switched to a southbound train and went back to Victoria Park—
Stampede. Today BMO Centre was open, and we went inside. The main hallway of the convention center is lined with posters
advertising each of the Calgary Stampedes from the past 101 years. This really is quite an interesting display, and we spent quite a
while looking over them.

ABOVE: Website image of various Calgary Stampede posters
BELOW LEFT: The most recent (2013) posters
Our destination at BMO Centre was the Grain Academy
Museum. This small museum was originally created by the Alberta
Wheat Pool, a farmers‘ cooperative that has since been taken over by
a publicly traded corporation called Viterra (who‘s largest owner is the
American agricultural behemoth Archer Daniels Midland). Today the
Grain Academy Museum is managed by the company that operates
the Calgary Stampede. They describe themselves as ―Calgary‘s best
kept secret.‖ The bulk of their visitors come during the Stampede,
and it‘s an out of the way attraction even then. The rest of the year
they mostly give tours to school groups. Margaret and I were the only
visitors today, and it honestly wouldn‘t surprise me if we were the only
people to see the place this week. It‘s not a place I‘d advise people
on a tight schedule to go out of their way to see, but it actually was
kind of interesting.
A bell sounded when we entered, which signaled our
presence to an old geezer who oversees the place. The man was
almost too helpful. He seemed surprised that tourists had come to
visit, but he was very eager to show us around.
There are several exhibits that the museum itself describes
as ―interactive‖ that were in fact operated by the old man who runs the
place. The first of these was a model of a grain elevator. It had full
size working parts but was much shorter than an actual elevator. I
learned that an elevator is basically a series of buckets connected on
a chain drive. The buckets transport grain from the wagons it arrives
on up to the top of the elevator and dump it. It amazed me just how
small the buckets were. Each individual one doesn‘t actually hold
much grain, but the continuous motion of many buckets together
makes quick work of emptying the wagons. The storage bin at the
elevator is in turn emptied into rail cars by the force of gravity.

The attendant commented on the difference between the old wood elevators that used to dominate the landscape in rural
Canada and the new concrete elevators that have taken their place. The wood elevators were fire hazards; many of them basically
disappeared on their own. Most were not replaced, because the for-profit corporations that replaced the grain pools consolidated them
to create an economy of scale. Pushing the consolidation, the railroads abandoned all but their main lines, so many of the old elevators
no longer had access to markets. Just as in the States, this led to the rapid decline of rural communities throughout Canada.
The other main ―interactive‖ exhibit is an enormous model train set. It‘s honestly one of the coolest model trains I‘ve ever
seen. It‘s a replica of all of western Canada, showing the prairies, the mountains, and the Pacific coast. The model illustrates how
grain is transported from Alberta out to the port at Vancouver. They show trains stopping at elevators on the prairies, stopping at
Calgary to add additional engines, making their way through tunnels at extremely rugged passes, and eventually transferring their loads
to ocean liners bound for Asia. (There is a similar port at Thunder Bay, Ontario that ships grain through the St. Lawrence Seaway to
Europe, but the train route in that direction wouldn‘t be as interesting to look at.) At one point the drive mechanism on the model train
stopped working. The attendant eventually got it working again, but if anything the delay made us realize just what a marvel of
engineering it is to build a railroad across the Rockies.
The model elevator and model train are by far the two most interesting exhibits at the Grain Academy Museum. They have a
display that shows what different crops look like and another that shows what products (both food and non-food) are made from
different crops. The remainder of the museum supposedly traces the history of agriculture in Canada, but mostly it‘s a haphazard
collection of old farm memorabilia. We spent about forty-five minutes in the museum, and it would have been less if we didn‘t feel we
needed to be polite to the attendant. It was interesting, but not really a place to dawdle.
We looked through the Stampede posters in a bit more detail as we made our way to the exit. Then we went to the lower level
of BMO Centre, where they have the Calgary Stampede gift shop. Margaret had hoped they‘d have ―Hell or High Water‖ shirts for sale
there, but unfortunately they‘d sold out of them during the rodeo. Each of us did buy some souvenirs, though. I picked up some some
locally roasted Calgary Stampede coffee. It was cleverly packaged in a burlap bag, but surprisingly affordable nonetheless.
We took a train downtown. While we arrived before 4pm, it was already the start of rush hour. We transferred to an extremely
crowded train on the northeast line, which we rode to Marlborough Station, the southern end of the same sprawl of strip busin esses
we‘d been to earlier today. We got out there and went to a place called Harvey‘s, a burger chain that‘s the fourth largest fast food chain
in Canada. We ordered pop and an order of their specialty side dish, frings. Frings are a combination of french fries and onion rings.
Harvey‘s has quite good onion rings, and the combination is interesting.
Harvey‘s was right next to Tim Horton‘s (which is by far Canada‘s largest fast food chain, much larger than either McDonalds
or Subway), and we stopped there on our way back to the train. We each had a doughnut, and I also picked up a travel mug that I
thought was identical to the one Margaret had gotten a couple days ago. It turned out mine was a larger size. It strikes me as strange
that there would be multiple sizes of travel mugs, but hers is basically a medium, while mine is a large. Whatever the size, it makes a
nice—and extremely cheap—souvenir.
There were thunderstorm watches out all day today, and
when it started sprinkling on our way back to the station I got a bit
worried. Fortuantely that‘s all it did, though, so we didn‘t really get
wet. We caught an outbound train and rode to the end of the line at
Saddletowne, mostly so we could say we‘d been everywhere C-Train
goes. Northeast Calgary is mostly very new suburban development.
I‘d been to Omaha earlier this summer, and much of that city looks
pretty much identical to what we saw around Saddletowne.
We rode back downtown and waited there for a northwest
train. There were literally trains stopped in every downtown station,
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but for some reason three in a row were headed to 68 Street, so we
had to wait for the fourth train to get one bound for Crowfoot. We
rode back to Lion‘s Park and again went into North Hill Centre Mall.
This time we just headed to the food court rather than patronizing any
of the stores. I had dinner at Taco Time, a Canadian chain of
Mexican fast food places that also has a few locations in the States.
It was Taco Tuesday, so they had a special on classic hard shell
tacos. I had two, plus Mexi-fries (basically tater tots) and an orange
Crush. No one will pretend it was a healthy meal, but it was tasty.
We caught a train back to Banff Trail. There was a sign on
the platform near where we exited that was one more reminder of the
flooding they‘d had in Calgary. It showed people working with the
clean-up and carried the caption ―Our Compassion Runs Deep‖ and
the word ―Onward‖ at the bottom. I can honestly say that the sense I
had was that compassion was genuine in Calgary. While there‘s a
fairly heavy touch of libertarian politics here, there also seems to be
that old western sense that helping one‘s neighbor comes above all.
Flood relief poster at Banff Trail station
In small print at the bottom of the poster was an invitation for people to ―share your flood stories‖ on the city website at
calgary.ca/floodstories. I checked out that site while writing this, and it contains a strange combination of press releases and

submissions from the general public. Many were commercial or political in nature. Every visit the mayor made to a recovering
neighborhood was fully documented, and there were also press releases about such things as a special doughnut from Tim Horton‘s
(the Alberta rose), with the proceeds going to the Red Cross. There were some heartwarming stories mixed in with those, though.
Many people wrote about help they received from anonymous ―angels‖, and one of the most touching stories told of an orphan‘s home
in Cambodia where the children had pooled coins to contribute almost $900 to flood relief in Canada. The article noted that this was
tiny in comparison to hundreds of thousands that had been received from corporate donations, but it was a fortune for the orphans. If
ever there were a modern re-telling of the story of the widow‘s mite, there it is.
. Back at the Econolodge we spent much of the evening re-packing our stuff, since this would be our last day in Calgary. We
also watched a bit of TV. One of the most interesting things we saw was a commercial for a charitable group called People for Good.
The ad showed images of babies with captions implying that those babies had grown into adults with evil tendencies. One said
―badmouths co-workers‖, for instance. Another said ―slams doors in people‘s faces‖, and there was also ―rude to neighbors‖, ―never
holds the elevator‖, ―gives other drivers the finger‖, and ―always cuts in line‖. The captions continued with the message, ―No one is born
bad,‖ followed by ―Get back to good‖.

Stills of TV commercial from peopleforgood.ca
I looked up People for Good when I got back home, and it really is a fascinating organization. Huffington Post describes them
as follows:
People for Good, a coalition formed in 2011 by a collaboration between media and creative agency, has a simple,
albeit grandiose, mandate: to make the world a kinder place, one good deed at a time. No catch. No fundraising. No veiled
corporate purveyor. Just an honest-to-goodness decree to inspire kindness. How refreshing is that?
The group mostly designs print advertising that encourages people to do specific good deeds (walk a colleague to their car at night,
return the shopping cart to the cart corral, give someone directions, wave at a fellow driver instead of giving them the finger, put your
cell phone on silent, put the toilet seat down, etc.) The ads are placed free as a public service on billboards that would otherwise be
empty and on unsold space on city buses and subway cars. Presumably the ―creative agency‖ referred to in the description donates its
service as a tax write-off. It really is a nice concept, and I love the idea that every little thing we do makes a difference. I‘d love to see
similar ads in this country.
The People for God commercial stayed in my mind at bedtime. It put me in a good mood, and I did sleep fairly well.

We got up around 6:30, showered, and
spent a while doing our final packing. We got
coffee over at McDonalds and then checked out
of the Econolodge. We ended up leaving at
8:01am.
When it was built Motel Village was at
the extreme west edge of Calgary. While the
suburban development sprawls on for miles
these days, it was still a fairly easy drive leaving
the city this morning. Before long we could see
the foothills of the Rockies in front of us.

View out the windshield on Alberta highway 22, the Cowboy Trail

After driving about fifteen minutes we
stopped at an Esso station, where we thought
we‘d fill with gas. Unfortunately the credit card
readers on the pump had been removed so they
could be re-fitted with readers for the new smart

cards. While they accepted credit cards inside, they‘d only let you prepay a specific amount, not just fill the tank full. We drove on to a
Petro-Canada station that had brand new credit card readers. They weren‘t particularly user-friendly, but they worked. We were able
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to truly fill the tank, at a cost of Can$1.12 per liter (US$3.90 a gallon).
We drove just a few miles further west and exited at Alberta highway 22, a road the province bills as the Cowboy Trail. It‘s a
beautiful drive that alternates between rangeland and forested foothills, with beautiful views of the Rockies the whole way.
Our morning destination was a national historic site just off of highway 22, the Bar-U Ranch. Located right at the foot of the
mountains, the historic site is a small remnant of what was once a 147,000 acre ranch. It was an active ranch from the 1880s through
the 1950s, and they different parts of the ranch portray life in various eras of that timespan. In addition to telling about ranching in
general, the historic site is at this particular location because several prominent people were associated with the Bar-U. Two of the
original owners were part of the ―Big Four‖ who founded the Calgary Stampede and were also active in early Alberta politics. (We‘d
seen them portrayed at the ―Mavericks‖ exhibit just the other day.) A frequent ranch hand was Harry Longabaugh, better known as the
outlaw called the Sundance Kid. In addition Edward, the king who abdicated and became Duke of Windsor, visited here and was so
taken with the area that he bought the neighboring ranch. Essentially banished from England, he spent much of his later life in Alberta.
The Bar-U is only an hour or so from Calgary, and it‘s also quite near Banff and Waterton Lakes National Parks. Even so, it
doesn‘t seem to get many visitors. The overly friendly man at the desk seemed surprised to see us. While we were on the grounds a
tour bus arrived, but there were basically no other independent visitors. I knew the ranch was one of the areas that flooded earlier this
summer. While it was fully open now, that may have contributed to the reduced patronage.
After the guy at the desk had talked our ears off, we made our way in to their theatre to see the orientation film. While it was a
little bit longer than I‘d have preferred, since neither of us knew a thing about the place, seeing the film was a good choic e. It gave a
good feel for what life on the ranch was like, and it was fascinating to see what did and didn‘t change over eighty years.

Bar-U Ranch National Historic Site – Longview, Alberta
We exited to the rear of the visitors center into an arrangement of thirty separate buildings that essentially formed a small
town. Apparently this has always been the case, and it‘s typical for a large ranch to essentially act as a self-contained community.
Many of these served agricultural purposes (stables, granary, blacksmith works, etc.), but nearly as much was dedicated to the
business operations of the ranch.
Our first main stop was in the headquarters building, which also served as a post office throughout the life of the ranch. This
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was restored to its state in the late 19 Century, and it would have fit in well in the pioneer town at the Old Threshers Reunion. They
had postcards for sale there. There was no employee, but there was a tin can on the counter and a sign advising of the ―cowboy honor
system‖. Of course Margaret and I put the appropriate amount into the can. Another amusing feature of the headquarters building was
a wanted poster for the Sundance Kid. That sign was likely ignored by the people who lived here in the 1800s. I gather it was fairly
well known that one of the ranch hands was a prominent criminal (and likely others had shady pasts as well), but as long as those
crimes happened elsewhere, it was nobody‘s business here.
We visited several out-buildings and then arrived at a ―big house‖ that served both as the owner‘s home and as a dormitory
where the ranch hands lived. This was restored to a somewhat later area, perhaps the 1930s or ‗40s. It was interesting that while
there was a contrast of lifestyles, there were no extremes of wealth or poverty. Another interesting feature was that beside each of the
ranch hand‘s beds they had placed a musical instrument he might have played. Almost every type of instrument was represented; they
could have had a small band or orchestra right there on the ranch. Another fascinating feature was an enormous lazy Susan at the
table. This was designed so the ranch hands could eat their meals as quickly as possible. Everything about the meal was designed for
efficiency; the hands were even forbidden from talking while they ate.
There was a costumed woman in the house who explained some of the features. She was not exactly ―living history‖, though
she was filling her time between guests baking cookies in an old oven similar to what I remember my Aunt Jin using to cook
Thanksgiving dinner. I wish more historic sites would follow this model of alluding to the past without requiring their employees to
completely immerse themselves in it. There are some places where I‘ve been intimidated by actors who don‘t want to break character.
Here we had a pleasant guide whose costume and manner added a bit of color without requiring visitors to step back in time
themselves.

Had we arrived half an hour later we could have sampled the cookies at the big house. We were a bit early for that, but we
arrived just in time to enjoy some free ―cowboy coffee‖ at the chuckwagon. A woman of First Nations origin was manning an open fire
at the chuckwagon, and she served us coffee she‘d made by boiling the grounds in water and then straining. It really was quite tasty,
and an unexpected bonus for an already quite low admission.
The woman explained the history of chuckwagons, which were small light-weight wagons (like miniature Conestogas)
designed to carry food and cooking equipment. They were fixtures on cattle trails and would also follow the ranch hands when they
were tending stock away from the core of the ranch. It‘s interesting that one of the biggest features at the Calgary Stampede is
chuckwagon races. Originally actual food wagons were raced under conditions similar to what they might face on a trail. Today the
wagons are stripped down lightweight replicas that bear about as much resemblance to an actual chuckwagon as a Grand Prix race car
does to a Model T. It‘s essentially harness racing with teams, rather than individual horses.
While we sipped our coffee the tour group arrived at the chuckwagon. It was interesting to hear the woman go through the
same spiel with them that she had with us. We made our way back to the visitors center, picked up a few things at the gift shop, and
were soon on our way again.
We drove east on a minor highway (the equivalent of a county road), past numerous modern-day ranches. Except that they
occupy more land, there‘s really not much difference between these and the farms you‘d see in northwest Iowa. Pleasant homes and
service buildings are surrounded by fields, which in turn are surrounded by grazing land. On closer inspection, there‘s lots of
differences, though. The cattle are all ―free range‖ rather than in feed lots, and the mix of crops is different. There‘s lots of wheat
(which you never see in Iowa) and also a lot of bright yellow rapeseed. We‘d learned at the grain museum that the latter crop is
invariably referred to as by its trademark name ―Canola‖, which supposedly stands for ―Canadian oil—low acid‖. I‘m sure the name was
the creation of a P.R. firm whose job was to come up with anything that would be more appetizing than rape.
Something else that‘s different from Iowa is oil wells. Almost every ranch has at least one small oil well on the property, and
most have several. I could imagine I was in Texas driving through southern Alberta.
Before long we came to highway 2, the main north—south road through Alberta. South of the U.S. border this becomes I-15
and leads to Salt Lake City, Las Vegas, and San Diego. To the north it connects Calgary and Edmonton and eventually splits into the
Mackenzie and Alaska Highways that lead to the far north. Highway 2 moves a lot of traffic; it‘s at least as busy as he Trans-Canada.
North of Calgary it‘s a true freeway with frequent exits. To the south it continues as a four-lane expressway, but with at-grade
intersections and one-lane streets in the towns. It‘s a well-engineered road, and it does a good job of handling all the double and triplebottom trucks. That made for an easy drive, but a rather boring one.
We turned off onto a rather remote road that led to our next destination, the Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump. We‘d chosen to
go here mostly because of the silly name, and we expected that like tat the grain museum we might be the only visitors of the day. It
turned out that it was quite a popular place, though. I think they get a fair number of visitors all the time. Today was more lively than
usual, though, because they happened to have a Blackfoot group doing traditional dancing in front of the visitors center. We parked at
the base of a cliff and walked about halfway up to the building. We made our way to the entrance, paid our admission (which was a two
for one deal with a coupon we got for purchasing the Alberta map a few days ago), and then took the elevator upstairs and made our
way outside to top of the cliff.
Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump is quite a bit more than a stupid name. The place has been declared a UNESCO World
Heritage Site because it has been used by native people going back to prehistoric times. The buffalo jump was a clever way of hunting
the enormous beasts without weapons. The hunters would coax the bison to stampede to the site, which ended in a funnel shape
similar to the funnel entrances cattle or hogs go through at a slaughterhouse. When they reached the edge of the cliff, the stampeding
buffalo literally couldn‘t stop. By the hundreds they‘d fall over the cliff and die.

LEFT: The cliff at Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump
RIGHT: Recreation of stampeding bison jumping to their deaths in the museum at Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump

―Head Smashed In‖ doesn‘t actually refer to the buffalo. Supposedly Blackfoot legend tells of a young man who wanted to
observe the kill, so he watched from what he thought was a safe distance away at the base. It wasn‘t far enough away, though, and his
head was literally smashed in by the falling bison.
There‘s really not much to see outside at Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump. It‘s exactly what you‘d expect—a rocky, grass
covered cliff with poor visibility from the surrounding countryside. A short trail leads out to the edge of the cliff, from which you can see
more grass-covered hillsides.
While the historic site itself is nothing special, the museum at Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump is well done and really quite
fascinating. It occupies six stories in the visitors center, and we gradually made our way downstairs through the whole thing. They
have a nearly full-size re-creation of the buffalo jump, showing bison stampeding over the side. They also trace the history of the site
and look at the culture of the Blackfeet and other Plains people who used it over millennia. They look at the many ways native people
use buffalo, and they also show how archaeological work is done at the site. While we didn‘t have time to dawdle, we did take enough
time to see everything, and it was one of the most interesting places we went on this trip.
We chose to have lunch at the café in the visitors center. I‘m not sure if it‘s clever or tacky, but it‘s not really a surprise that
their menu features bison. Margaret had a buffalo cheeseburger with onion rings, while I had buffalo stew served over Indian fry bread.
This time the soup was at an adequate temperature, but they‘d clearly stored the fry bread in the refrigerator. I do wonder if anyone in
Canada can serve a whole meal at the proper temperature.

Native dancers at Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump
We made our way around the gift shop and gawked just a bit at the dancers outside the entrance. Then we walked back down
to the parking lot and set out on our way again.
We made our way back to the main road and soon exited onto Highway 3, the Crowsnest Highway. This is one of three
―national‖ highways in western Canada. In addition to the Trans-Canada, the Crowsnest and Yellowhead highways offer alternative
routes through the western provinces. I remember decades ago taking the Crowsnest Highway through British Columbia on the way
back from visiting Aunt Alaire out in Seattle. It had gorgeous views, but was one of the most horrible roads for driving you could
imagine—with steep inclines, sudden drop-offs, and hairpin turns the whole way. My dad was towing a trailer, and it really is a miracle
we made it through those mountains. We could see the grand Canadian Rockies not far to the west as we drove along today, but in
Alberta our drive was through gently rolling hills. Traffic was very light, which made this a very easy drive.
Much of our drive on Highway 3 was through an Indian Reservation (or First Nations Reserve in local lingo). By Canadian
standards it was ratty, but it certainly looked nicer than most reservations I‘ve seen in the States. I think it helps that the wintry weather
necessitates more substantial buildings.
We re-joined the Cowboy Trail (now called highway 6) at Pincher Creek, one of those western towns that sprawls on forever
and seems about three times as big as it actually is. It rapidly became more forested as we made our way south, right at the edge of
the mountains. Traffic remained light, and we had a very pleasant drive.
Our destination this afternoon was Waterton Lakes National Park, the Canadian twin of Glacier National Park in Montana. I‘d
been to Glacier when I was a kid (probably on the same trip where we took the Crowsnest Highway), but I‘d never been to Waterton
Lakes. Paul and Nancy had been there a few years ago when they went out to the Rockies, and they seemed to enjoy it a lot, so we
thought it would be a good place to make a stop. While the admission was a bit steep ($16 for the two of us) and their visitors center
was minimal at best, we still very much enjoyed the short time we spent here.

Waterton Lakes is a rather strange park. It combines
fully developed resorts with virgin wilderness, and it seems that
most of the services are run by private enterprises rather than by
the park itself. The largest and most famous business in the park
is the Alpine-style Prince of Wales Hotel, which is where Paul
and Nancy stayed when they were here. While it might have
been fun to have high tea there, we didn‘t have the time or the
money for that. We did see the landmark hotel, though, and we
saw the Waterton townsite, which struck me as a dumpy tourist
town with little of interest. We ended up buying nothing at
Waterton, which was disappointing since both of us had
Canadian money we‘d have liked to use up.

ABOVE: Prince of Wales Hotel – Waterton, Alberta
RIGHT: Waterton Lakes National Park

While the town itself isn‘t much, the area around
Waterton townsite is absolutely stunning. The namesake lakes
shimmer in aqua and indigo, and mountains command the
horizon in every direction. It reminds me a lot of Alaska, with
spectacular views everywhere you look.
Many of the roads at Waterton Lakes
were closed, which I found out later was from
the same flooding that had affected Calgary.
The one side road that was open was the Red
Rock Canyon Parkway, a drive that runs
through the eastern end of the park. Parks
Canada describes Waterton Lakes as ―where
the mountains meet the prairie‖, and we could
definitely see that as we drove along this route.
There were a couple of places we could have
done some hiking here, but we chose to just see
the area from our car.

There‘s a developed area at the end of
the road that includes trails, a swimming area,
and toilets. While the restroom building was
modern, the toilets themselves were just
glorified one-holers like you‘d find in an old
outhouse. A sign outside bragged in French
and English that this was ―a washroom for you
AND nature‖. It explained that a ―no flush
latrine‖ saves 60,000 liters of water per day,
View out the window on the Red Rock Canyon Parkway
which in turn provides a habitat for trout and
Waterton Lakes National Park, Alberta
preserves the swimming hole. Apparently the
modern building also gets its electricity from solar power, which adds to the green effect.

Scenery along Alberta highway 6 near the Chief Mountain border crossing

We only spent about an hour and a half at Waterton Lakes, but I‘m definitely glad we stopped there. It really is a beautiful
area, and the scenery is surprisingly different than it is just a little ways south at Glacier. Having missed it when I was a kid, it‘s always
been on my list of places I wanted to go, and it‘s good to have finally seen it.
We exited Waterton Lakes and entered another native reserve. This one was almost entirely rural—just mountains and forests
with very little settlement. It‘s really gorgeous countryside, and with essentially no traffic at all we had a delightful drive down to the U.S.
border.
The port of entry here is called Chief Mountain, and it‘s one of the most remote crossings on the U.S.—Canadian border. The
officer scanned our passports and basically made a bit of small talk as he waited for the results to come up on his computer screen.
About all he really asked was where we‘d been, and once the results came up clean, he just welcomed us home and waved us on our
way. It‘s been years since I‘ve had any trouble at all with U.S. Customs, and—much as I hate to admit it—I think this may be a case
where all the intrusive electronic spying actually serves to help out honest people.
The main indication that we‘d crossed
a border was that we switched from an Indian
reservation to privately owned ranch land. That
allowed us to see the closest thing to wildlife
we‘d see on this trip, loose cattle that were all
over the road. While cows on the road meant
that we had to stay alert, it was still a fairly easy
drive down state highway 17 and U.S. 89.
We stopped for gas at the town of St.
Mary‘s. We‘d assumed it would be cheaper to
wait until we‘d gotten back to the States rather
than buying gas in Canada. Unfortunately St.
Mary‘s is both remote and a tourist trap, and the
combination resulted in the most expensive gas
we‘d see on this trip—and I think the most I‘ve
ever paid for gas anywhere. The price was
9
$4.29 a gallon. Beggars can‘t be choosers,
Cattle on state highway 17 near Chief Mountain, Montana
though, so we paid what they wanted. I also
went into the ratty convenience store and picked up a few grocery items. I bought the local newspapers, a bottle of Pepsi, some honey
mustard flavor potato chips (which were surprisingly good), and two huckleberry ice cream sandwiches. Paul had noted after his trip
out here that huckleberry is the featured food in the Glacier Park area. In reading the fine print, it turned out that our ice cream
sandwiches actually contained no actual huckleberries at all (just the same ―natural flavor‖ that could have just as easily gone into
strawberry or raspberry ice cream). They were tasty, though.
The quality of U.S. 89 deteriorated south of St. Mary‘s, but it was still better than the next road we‘d follow. On the map
Montana highway 49 looks like a shortcut that hugs the east edge of Glacier National Park while the main road makes a lengthy jog to
the east. The number of miles is indeed shorter (10 vs. 24). I seriously doubt route 49 is any shorter in time, though, and it‘s almost
certainly harder on the nerves. While in theory the speed limit is 65mph (typical for a secondary road in Montana), it took more than
half an hour to drive ten miles. This road brought back memories of that trip along the Crowsnest Highway in British Columbia, and it
also reminded me of the roads through the Andes in Peru. In addition to being steep and winding, the surface is horrible. I was glad
Margaret was driving this stretch, because it‘s one of the worst roads I‘ve been on in a long time.
Eventually we made our way down to U.S. 2, which in Montana is a wide two-lane road with a 70mph speed limit. It‘s a lovely
route through the mountains, about as different from route 49 as could be. While we normally didn‘t do 70, we were able to do a steady
60 – 65 most of the way. In almost no time we‘d crossed the Continental Divide and saw signs for what was supposed to be our
destination for the evening, the Izaak Walton Lodge at Essex, Montana.
Margaret and I had both passed by the Izaak Walton Lodge multiple times when taking Amtrak‘s Empire Builder out west.
Located at the south end of Glacier Park, it was originally built to house workers on the Great Northern Railroad. It was later converted
to a hotel, and it continues to serve as a year-round resort. The place is extremely expensive, but when we were planning this trip last
winter both Margaret and I thought it would be a fun place to spend a night.
We parked in the lot and made our way into the lobby of the Izaak Walton Lodge. The desk clerk greeted me, and I said what
I always say when I check into a hotel, ―You should have a reservation for David Burrow.‖ Without even looking much, he said ―no‖, to
which I said, ―yes, you do.‖ I pulled out the copy of the reservation I‘d made clear back in the spring, with a confirmation number
prominent at the top. The clerk tried to say the reservation was for a different date, but I corrected him and pointed out that the date he
said was when the reservation was made. It clearly had today‘s date and a specific room type confirmed in the body of the reservation.
The hotel had no record of the reservation, though, and apparently they were fully booked for the night.
I thought I‘d booked this reservation through the Izaak Walton Lodge‘s own website. Apparently, though, somehow I‘d been
re-directed to Expedia, and that service had never forwarded the reservation to the hotel. A clue to this should have been that the
reservation was supposed to have been partially prepaid, but in fact they hadn‘t billed my credit card. That never registered, though,
and I just assumed that a ―confirmed‖ reservation meant what it said. It turned out that the Expedia confirmation number was

meaningless. There was no way the hotel could contact Expedia, and even if they could, calling them at this point wouldn‘t have
resolved the problem.
The desk clerk made a few phone calls, but most of the other area lodging establishments didn‘t answer their phones. After
about twenty minutes he was finally able to bump us to a place called the Snowslip Inn, a little motel about ten miles east of the Izaak
Walton Lodge that mostly seems to serve hunters. While I was still annoyed that my confirmed reservation wasn‘t worth the paper it
was printed on, I thanked the guy for making the calls and we set out east again.
Though they charge $110 a night, the Snowslip was by far the worst place we stayed on this trip, and it‘s one of the worst
places I‘ve ever stayed in my life. While the outside has a quaint pseudo-log cabin look, nothing else about the Snowslip is remotely
pleasant. The place is best described as a seedy roadhouse. It‘s mostly a bar and grill, with a half dozen guest rooms off to the side.
To his credit, the owner asked if we wanted to see the room before checking in. If we‘d had other options, I‘d likely have not stayed
there. Since we were out of options, though, there was little choice but to take it. In addition to having no TV and no internet (which
would have also been true at the Izaak Walton), there was a broken light, rough wood floors that looked like they hadn‘t even been
swept in years, a big crack under the door, a shower that sprayed water from its control handle, a cracked avocado-colored toilet with a
handle that had to be held down to flush it, and a plant growing through the louvers in the bathroom window. The furnishings were
cheap and dated, and in some cases literally pieced together with duct tape. There were shades over the windows, which made the
room seem dark and depressing. We opened them to reveal a ―beautiful‖ view of a pile of junk heaped in the yard out back. They
didn‘t have two beds available, so I ended up on a portable mattress on the floor. The whole place was absolutely filthy, an d the
insulation was such that even under a thick blanket I was literally shivering. While the price was less than we would have paid at the
Izaak Walton Lodge, almost any Motel 6 would provide better quality at a lower price.
The ―amenities‖ of this room were sort
of interesting. There was a tiny bar of soap that
instead of bearing the name of a chain had the
brand ―Cashmere Bouquet‖. I‘d never heard of
this soap, but Margaret said she remembered it
from her childhood. I looked it up online, and it
seems to be both cheap and fairly decent soap.
A reviewer on Amazon described said that it
―smells like Grandma‘s linen closet‖, and that‘s
not too far off. The other item in the bathroom
was a little bottle of cheap shampoo with the
brand ―Hotel-O‖ on it. I looked up both of these
products online when I got back.
I tried
searching for Hotel-O as well, but nothing came
up. Google assumed I‘d just misspelled ―hotel‖
both with and without the hyphen. I did find a
number of suppliers of bar soap to the
hospitality industry and was intrigued to find that
even good quality hotel soap costs no more
than 5¢ per bar. The shampoo is actually quite
a bit pricier, but in quantity it can also be had for
less than a dime a bottle.
Since there was nothing else for miles
Restaurant and bar at the Snowslip – Essex, Montana
around, we had our dinner at the Snowslip‘s
restaurant. We were the only customers, which made things a bit awkward. The owner also served as the cook, while the waitress
(who I think was the owner‘s college-aged daughter) got up from the bar where she‘d been drinking to serve us. Margaret had
vegetable soup, which looked to be straight from a can, while I had chili and a ham and cheese sandwich. We split the fries that came
with the sandwich. It was overpriced and flavorless, but at least it filled us up.
We spent quite a while reading through the newspapers from Great Falls and Whitefish. Most interesting was the crime report.
In particular, the town of Columbia Falls, a short distance west of here, seemed to be a hot bed for just about every kind of crime
imaginable. I also read a bit in my Kindle. It was still relatively early when we turned out the lights and called it a night. This wasn‘t
where we wanted to stay, but at least we had a roof over our heads.

I actually slept surprisingly well on the portable mattress. It wasn‘t a long night, though. There was a heater in the room, and
we likely should have turned it on because it was cold by morning. I huddled under a blanket for more than an hour, but I was wide
awake the whole time. At 6:40am I gave up on trying to sleep and headed to the shower.
The shower sprayed hot water from the control handle. Fortunately I was able to stop that by placing a washcloth over it.
Once I figured that out, I had a good shower with decent pressure. The shower and the cold air were invigorating and helped me to
become wide awake.

While Margaret took her shower I wandered around the property for a while and snapped some pictures of the Snowslip and
the surrounding area. The setting is really quite pretty; it‘s too bad the business doesn‘t match it.
We might have had breakfast at the Snowslip, but they didn‘t open until 8am. I made coffee in the percolator I‘d brought
along. When we finished that we packed up the car and just left the keys in our room and headed out. Hopefully I‘ll never be back to
experience the Snowslip again.
We really did want to see the Izaak Walton Lodge. Since we couldn‘t stay there overnight we decided instead to have
breakfast in their restaurant. It was a little awkward to tell if the restaurant was open, but once we determined it was we ended up
having a pleasant meal.
The Izaak Walton has a rustic feel to it,
but it‘s a sanitized version rather than the ―real‖
rustic we‘d experienced at the Snowslip. In
keeping with its origins in the Great Northern,
almost every surface is covered with railroad
memorabilia. The dining room overlooks the
train tracks, and the modern Amtrak platform is
just down the hill.
The menu at the Izaak Walton
restaurant is surprisingly limited, and both the
food and the prices are similar to what is found
in Amtrak dining cars. I had a bacon and
cheese omelette with hash browns and toast,
while Margaret had a breakfast combo with
eggs and bacon. The food was tasty, but the
coffee was horrible. I was glad we‘d made
coffee in our motel room, because what they
served here was barely stronger than hot water.

Margaret Sullivan at a booth in the restaurant
Izaak Walton Inn – Essex, Montana
(A painting of the inn is on the wall behind Margaret.)

We did a bit of sightseeing in the Izaak
Walton area. The grounds of the inn are littered
with old train cars (mostly cabooses, but with a
few engines thrown in) that have been
converted to guest suites. It probably would be
fun to stay in one of them, but at $349 a night
that‘s pretty far down on my list of things to do.

The Izaak Walton Lodge is right outside the border of Glacier National Park. The railroad runs along the boundary, and a
network of trails connects from the lodge to points throughout the park. We hiked about half a mile at the extreme southern end, but
there‘s honestly not much to see right near the lodge. Years ago there was a plan to build an official park entrance right here, with a
road that would connect north to the famous Going to the Sun Highway. That road was never built, though, so except for hiking the
only way to access the park from here is to drive thirty miles east or thirty miles west.
We used the restroom at the Izaak
Walton Lodge and also checked out their gift
shop (heavy on crystal and china and, of
course, the ubiquitous huckleberries). Then we
returned to the car and headed west on highway
2. The road wasn‘t quite as good quality as it
had been east of here. It also darts in and out
of the park, and each time it enters the speed
limit goes down to 55mph. Eventually we made
our way over to West Glacier, the main entrance
to the park.
We turned off of highway 2 onto the
park road and almost immediately came to a
dead stop. There was a long line of cars waiting
to get in that reminded me of the back-ups they
used to have at the tollbooths in Illinois before
the I-Pass system started. It took us a good
fifteen minutes to get to the front of that line.

Line-up of cars at the entrance to Glacier National Park

Once we made it to the front Margaret
got what she called the best senior discount of
her life. Normally it would cost $25 per car to
enter Glacier National Park, a very steep
admission if you ask me. Technically that gives

a full week‘s admission, but it‘s the same even if you‘re only there for an hour or two. If we‘d had to pay that much, I honestly don‘t
think I‘d have found Glacier to be worth it. Since she‘s over 62, though, Margaret could buy a National Park Service Senior Pass for
just $10. The pass provides free admission to every park service property for the card holder and up to three guests, and it‘s valid for
the rest of her life. So, instead of paying $25 we paid just $10 to get into Glacier, and every other national park, monument, or historic
site Margaret ever visits will be completely free. That really is an incredible deal!
We drove a couple miles east to Apgar, a ―town‖ that‘s basically just a bunch of gift shops and restaurants, where we had a
quick look through a very dull visitors center and browsed through a very generic gift shop. I‘d like to have used the restroom at the
visitors center, but there was a long wait to get in there.
The strangest sight in Apgar was people walking through the little mountain village carrying what looked like surfboards. While
there are lakes at Glacier, there‘s nowhere I‘d think you could surf—or do much of anything else with a fiberglass board. I have no idea
what those guys were doing.
From Apgar most of the traffic turns left
onto Going to the Sun Highway. We decided to
instead take ―the road less traveled‖. We turned
right and followed Camas Road, a nearly empty
but perfectly good road that leads to the
northwest edge of the park. The main visitor
feature on Camas Road is a nature trail that
goes by a variety of names, most notably the
Fire and Forest Trail and the Huckleberry
Mountain Trail. We spent much of the morning
hiking that trail, and it was by far the most
enjoyable thing we did at Glacier. Both the road
and the trail go through areas where forest fires
have struck at various times in the fairly recent
past. It‘s fascinating to see how fire and the
recovery from it shapes the natural environment.
On top of that it was just a very pleasant hike.
We were alone on the trail the whole time we
were there, and the wildflowers were beautiful.
Supposedly this is bear country. I read
that bear attacks on this trail are fairly common
in mid to late summer (huckleberry season). An
Forest fire recovery area at Huckleberry Mountain – Glacier National Park
online hiking guide says this is one of the ten
most dangerous trails in America. It‘s probably good that we didn‘t know that ahead of time. We had no bear encounters, nor did we
spot any other wildlife for that matter. It was still a nice hike, though.
There was a dispenser for hiking guides at the start of the trail, but there were no guides there. I carefully took pictures of all
the numbered signs we passed, hoping that I might get a hold of one of the guides later on. In writing this I came across an online trail
guide that appeared to be the one I was looking for. On closer inspection, though, it was for the Rocky Point Trail, which is further
south. The purpose of both trails is the same, though (showing the effect of forest fires), so the Rocky Point guide gave me a lot of the
information I‘d have liked to have gotten here. On our way back down Camas Road we also stopped at a series of information displays
beside the road, and those also told how the recovery from fire continually shapes the environment.
We continued on past Apgar and on to Going to the Sun Highway. We took this on one of those trips back from Seattle, and I
remember it being gorgeous and almost other worldly. I think it was early morning when we drove the road back then, and I distinctly
remember driving into and out of clouds as we made our way over the pass. I was looking forward to Going to the Sun Highway more
than almost anything else on this trip.
Unfortunately the road would turn out to be the biggest disappointment on the trip. It‘s not that it wasn‘t beautiful. It was just
so crowded that we could barely see anything. There was heavy traffic all the way through the park, and in many places it was literally
bumper to bumper. We‘d hope to hike at Avalanche Creek and also at the top of Logan Pass, but there was nowhere to park at either
of those places. We drove all the way east to St. Mary‘s and then all the way back west, and it was completely full both directions.
They have a free shuttle bus service in the park, and in theory we could have used it to get around. The problem is those
buses run so infrequently as to make them practically useless. They run every half hour west of Logan Pass and every forty-five
minutes on the east side. They also stop well before sunset, so you can‘t plan to take one back to the edge of the park in the evening.
I wonder if the service wasn‘t cut as part of the ―sequester‖ stalemate in Congress. It‘s hard to believe they‘d plan it to be so absurdly
infrequent.
We did stop at a few pull-offs along Lake McDonald at the west end of the park and again by some waterfalls near the top of
the pass. We killed about ten minutes looking for a parking space at the top of the pass, but with none to be found we just kept driving
eastward to St. Mary‘s (which, by the way, is the name of the river whose canyon Going to the Sun Highway follows east of the pass).
We stopped at the visitors center there, which was much nicer than the one at Apgar. The main thing we did there was watch

a film that told the history of Going to the Sun Highway. The road opened in 1932. It was essentially built by hand and was a true
st
marvel of engineering. For seventy-five years it had only minimal maintenance, and by the 21 Century a badly deteriorated road was
handling record volumes of traffic. They decided in 2007 to do a five-year repair project (since lengthened to seven), and the shuttle
bus system was instituted to help with traffic during the rehabilitation. The film was interesting, though I do think they‘d do well to follow
the example of Mt. McKinley and ban private vehicles entirely.

Red bus and other traffic on Going to the Sun Highway – Glacier National Park
I‘d also suggest they get rid of the so-called ―red buses‖ or ―jammers‖ that clog the road. These vehicles originally operated at
Glacier Park in the 1930s, and they were apparently restored and re-introduced to Going to the Sun Highway in 2002. While they‘re
cool antique cars, they‘re annoyingly large (both long and wide) and there‘s far too many of them on the road. The tours certainly seem
to be popular (even though they cost from $45 to $100 per person). I really don‘t know that there would be much to be gained by taking
such a tour, though. The jammers are crowded, and with my luck I‘d likely end up in the middle seat where it would be hard to see.
We made our way back west, again stopping at a few overlooks but unable to park at any of the big attractions. The NPS
website says there is typically no parking in the massive Logan Pass lot between 9:30am and 4:30pm every day. Had we known that,
we might have tried to get to the top of the pass first thing in the morning, though there‘d be no guarantee of getting in even then. If
they‘re going to continue to allow private vehicles, they really need to build a ramp at the top of Logan Pass to accommodate all the
visitors.
We bought gas at West Glacier, just outside the park boundary. We stopped at a Calumet station that advertised ―Montana
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Refining‖. The price was $4.07 , and we soon found out it was a rip-off, since less than a mile away stations were selling fuel for
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$3.98 . Oh, well—at least we didn‘t have to buy a lot of gas.
Tonight we had a reservation at a place called the Halfway Motel, which is located about a mile west of the Izaak Walton
Lodge on U.S. 2. The Halfway doesn‘t accept reservations through their website, so I‘d called them on the phone. Perhaps because of
that, there was no problem with our reservation this time. A very pleasant woman checked me in, and within a couple of minutes we
were in our room.
On TripAdvisor.com the Halfway Motel
is ranked as the #1 lodging establishment in
Essex, Montana.
The only other place
TripAdvisor ranks is the Izaak Walton Inn, and
the Halfway is much more favorably reviewed
than the better known competitor. While they‘ve
yet to be reviewed, it would also beat the
Snowslip and a handful of other little ma ‗n‘ pa
places at the south end of the park. It was
immediately clear that the reviews were correct.
While it only has four rooms, the Halfway is a
very pleasant place to stay.
Everything about the Halfway was
nicer than the Snowslip. We had a large, well
insulated room that was clean and bright. There
were windows front and back, and they afforded
beautiful views of the woods. They had modern
Margaret Sullivan’s car at the Halfway Motel – Essex, Montana
amenities like satellite TV and wi-fi internet.
There was also a nice ceiling fan that kept the air moving on what turned out to be a fairly warm night.

We settled into the room and then went over to the Halfway House, the restaurant managed by the same people who owned
the motel. This was also several steps up from the Snowslip. Instead of a seedy bar that happened to serve soup and sandwiches,
this was a very pleasant restaurant where a lot of local people went to eat dinner. Everything was clean, and the dining room was
bright and offered a lovely view of the mountains.
They had a nice variety on their menu, though both Margaret and I decided to have steak. Priced just slightly higher than they
would be at a similar place back home ($17.95, I think) they came with vegetables, hash browns, and Texas toast. We also had
huckleberry pie a la mode for dessert. It was good, though I don‘t know that I‘d rush back for more. Paul raved about the huckleberries
on their trip out here, but they were a bit too sweet for my taste.
The Halfway really is an ―all in one‖ location. In addition to the motel and restaurant they have a small convenience store and
the local post office. I picked up some juice at the convenience store. It was just $1.59 for a large single serving bottle, less than the
same stuff would cost back home.
We just lounged around the room this evening. With internet access, we were able to discover some of the things we should
have done at Glacier, but it was too late to actually take that advice now. I also had fun reading through Paul‘s travelogue of their trip
out here, which I‘d downloaded to my Kindle. Later we watched the local news on TV and then headed off to sleep.

We were up at 6:30 this morning, and after packing up the car were on our way by 7:30. We might have paused for breakfast
at the Halfway, but they wouldn‘t be open until 9am. I‘m not sure what the deal is with late breakfast hours in Montana, but they
obviously don‘t have the farmers having coffee at sunrise.
Margaret had driven all day yesterday
(which was fine with me, since Going to the Sun
Highway is rather scary), so I started out this
morning. I drove east on highway 2 past the
Izaak Walton Lodge and the Snowslip and then
up to the top of Marias Pass. When I first saw
the name of this pass, I thought it was the
French word ―Marais‖ (like Grand Marais in the
Minnesota arrowhead). It‘s actually ―Maria‘s‖,
but without an apostrophe. The name comes
from Maria‘s River, which was in turn named for
the cousin of Meriwether Lewis. Lewis and
Clark found the river, but the pass was shrouded
in fog when they came through here. At just
over 5200 feet, this is one of the lowest passes
on the Great Divide, and history might have
changed had Lewis and Clark discovered this
more direct route to Oregon.
There is a rest area at the top of the
pass that houses a collection of different
monuments.
An obelisk reminiscent of the
Monuments at Marias Pass, Montana
Washington Monument honors President Theodore Roosevelt, a key figure in the conservation movement. When highway 2 was
originally built through here the obelisk was actually in a median between the eastbound lane and westbound lane of the two-lane
highway. There‘s also a statue of John F. Stevens, the civil engineer in charge of building the Great Northern Railroad who
―discovered‖ the pass. (That‘s a bit less impressive if you know that Stevens discovered it with the aid of a Blackfoot guide and that the
Blackfoot people had been using the pass for centuries.) The final major monument honors the man who donated the land for the rest
area.
There are two towns of
significance on highway 2 east of Glacier:
Cut Bank and Shelby. I looked at a map
ahead of time and decided Shelby would
be logical place to stop for breakfast. It is
larger than Cut Bank (3,400 vs. 2,800),
and its location at the junction of U.S. 2
and I-15 would seemed a likely place for
fast food franchises to locate. With that in
Rest area on I-15 north of Great Falls, Montana
mind, we skipped the McDonalds in Cut
Bank and drove on to Shelby. Strangely the only thing at the I-15 interchange was a Shopko store, so we drove into town. While it
seemed like a pleasant town, Shelby‘s only food offerings were cafes, and we didn‘t care to spend the time for a sit-down meal. Both
Margaret and I would have liked some coffee and possibly a bite to eat, but it wasn‘t going to happen in Shelby.

I turned south on Interstate 15 and drove south about forty-five miles. This part of Montana is treeless grassland on gently
rolling hills. While no one will ever compare it with the spectacular landscapes further west, it‘s not an unattractive area. This is a very
lonely stretch of interstate. Beyond Great Falls I-15 basically goes nowhere other than Canada. In fact, the northbound distance signs
are for Lethbridge, Alberta. We passed a few trucks as we made our way south, but there were almost no cars at all.
We stopped at a rest area on the banks of the Teton River about twenty miles north of Great Falls. A line of trees right along
the river provided the only real green in miles. It was windy out, but we managed to stretch our legs and use the facilities without a
problem.
Margaret took over driving at the rest area, and she drove on into Great Falls. While we drove I talked with Paul on my cell
phone. He had left a message for me to call him, and now that we were finally in an area with cell reception I was able to return his call.
He and Nancy were on vacation down South and were looking for suggestions on what they should see in Alabama. I was able to pass
some ideas on to them, and we also had a nice visit.
We stopped for gas in Great Galls at another Loaf ‗n‘ Jug station. There was a McDonalds in the same development as the
convenience store, so we stopped there for coffee. We also picked up some dulce de leche shakes that were a seasonal special.
These really were outstanding, with a flavor unlike anything I‘ve ever gotten at McDonalds.
We followed the east—west route through Great Falls. This is signed as highways 3, 87, 89, and 300, and it‘s a strip that just
goes on and on and on. Architecture students could come here to study all the different eras of suburban businesses in America. It‘s
kind of surprising that almost everything is occupied, but the old businesses just seem to have been repurposed rather than
abandoned.
Great Falls ends rather abruptly at the Malmstrom Air Force Base, and beyond there we were back in ranch land. The
highway narrowed to two lanes, but it was easy to drive the posted speed of 70. We continued heading east to the town of Moore,
about ninety miles east of Great Falls.
We stopped at a ratty little convenience store at the junction of highway 300 and U.S. 191. We used the restroom there and
got some really bad coffee that I ended up mostly throwing out. I picked up the driving at Moore and followed 191 southward to
Harlowtown and Big Timber (about eighty miles). There were mountains to our west the whole way, but we had a relatively flat drive
through grassland. There was essentially no traffic at all, and we made good time.
We joined Interstate 90 at Big Timber, and I-90 in Montana is a much busier road than I-15. It‘s not as busy as Interstate 80 in
Iowa, but it‘s comparable to I-35. We followed the interstate east for another forty miles or so to the town of Columbus, where we made
our next stop.
We bought gas in Columbus, and I was surprised to find that the octane rating on the pump was 85. In Iowa the cheapest fuel
is always ethanol-enhanced. It‘s invariably called ―super‖ or ―plus‖, and it typically has an octane somewhere in the 90s. The lowest
octane you usually see in the Midwest is 89. I did some research later and found that ―regular‖ gas in the mountain states normally has
a lower octane than it does in the Midwest. That‘s because fuel burns differently at higher elevations, so the higher octane isn‘t
necessary. The 85 gas worked fine in Margaret‘s car, so they must know what they‘re doing.
We also stopped at a McDonalds in Columbus, where we had some salads for lunch. Margaret had the southwest salad,
while I had their bacon ranch salad. McDonalds does have quite tasty salads, though it seems strange to me that they should cost
more than any of their sandwiches do. I suppose people are willing to pay it (myself included), so they charge what the market will
bear.
We drove about another hundred miles east, past Billings and on to Big Horn Reservation. We pulled off at Exit 510 to see the
Little Bighorn battlefield. This is another National Park Service property, so Margaret‘s pass got us in for free. (Otherwise it would have
been $10.) The nice thing about that is that we could make a quick visit without feeling we‘d wasted money.
We had a very quick look through the museum and then went into their auditorium for a lecture by a ranger. This ranger
happened to be a Crow Indian, and it was fascinating to get a different perspective on Custer‘s Last Stand than the one you usually
hear. The man works as a ranger in summer. He‘s a history teacher, and while he‘s fresh out of college, I could tell he‘s going to be a
good teacher. He did a goof job of giving us the background on all the different parties who were involved in the conflict. It was well
balanced without stretching to be ―politically correct‖.
We did a quick hike around Last Stand Hill, where markers commemorate those who died here. Gray stones similar to those
found in any military cemetery are most prominent. More recently they‘ve added red granite markers to commemorate the Indian s who
died as well.
We had to be on our way again. Of all the places we went, this is the one I‘d like to have spent a bit more time at. Southeast
Montana is actually not all that far away, so perhaps someday I‘ll get back out there on my own.
Margaret drove the last leg of our long journey today. There was construction much of the way, but traffic lightened up as it
got later, so we made decent time.
We headed south from Little Bighorn through southern Montana, watching the exits count up beyond 550. We passed
Sheridan and Buffalo, two of the three main places in northeast Wyoming. I don‘t think I‘ve ever been to Sheridan before, and the last

time I was in Buffalo was thirty years ago. I was in Wyoming then because I had an interview for a job in Ten Sleep, a little town in the
middle of nowhere east of Yellowstone National Park. I remember Buffalo because I was stopped by a highway patrolman just west of
there. I‘d passed another vehicle while coming down the pass, on a stretch of road that didn‘t have center stripes on the pavement.
Apparently the place I passed was a no passing zone. Even though the visibility was fine, I was supposed to know I couldn‘t pass
because there was a runaway truck ramp in the vicinity. The officer sent me on my way without a ticket mostly because I was a kid
from the Midwest. I remember continuing on to Buffalo and buying gas there. The place has grown a lot in the past thirty years.
Buffalo had gas in 1983, but there wasn‘t fast food or much else of interest. Today it looks like Coralville from the interstate.
The interstate splits at Buffalo, with I-25 heading south to Casper, Cheyenne, and Denver, and I-90 turning toward South
Dakota and points east. We kept on 90 and soon saw a sign telling us the next services were sixty-six miles away. While desolate, this
was a surprisingly pretty drive. The landscape in northeast Wyoming is quite rugged, with constantly changing landforms. The area
was also surprisingly green. I think of eastern Wyoming as barren land filled with tumbleweeds. They‘d obviously had a very wet
summer, though, with even more showers as we drove through. The unusually green landscape made this quite a pretty drive.
Our destination was just beyond the sixty-six mile business gap. We were headed to the third and the largest of northeast
Wyoming‘s ―big three‖ cities—Gillette. I‘d heard lots of people badmouth Gillette, perhaps most notably my brother Steve who has lived
out west and mostly likes the area. For almost sixty straight years Gillette has been one of the fastest-growing places in America. Its
population was just 2,000 in 1950, but it‘s more than 30,000 today. It‘s a boomtown (with the economy based on coal, oil, and natural
gas), and it keeps morphing into larger and larger versions of itself. There‘s actually a psychological phenomenon called ―Gillette
Syndrome‖ that refers to the increased crime and social problems associated with rapid growth. The term was coined in the 1970s
when Gillette had less than one-fourth the people it does today. Gillette has actually coped with its growth better than some places, but
there‘s no question it‘s a rough little city.
We were staying here for two reasons. First, Gillette is almost exactly halfway between Glacier Park and Algona. It made two
straight days of driving about as far as we wanted to go. Secondly, I was able to redeem points (this time Marriott Rewards points) to
get a nice hotel for free. The Fairfield Inn in Gillette was available at Marriott‘s minimum redemption rate, while all the hotels in Buffalo
and the Black Hills (the other logical choices for stopping tonight) required ridiculous numbers of points. That made this boomtown the
obvious place to stay. Gillette did have its quirks, but we ended up spending a pleasant night in there. If I‘m in eastern Wyoming again,
I wouldn‘t object to staying in Gillette again.
Our welcome to Gillette was from drag racers on the strip where our hotel was located. It was awkward to get off that strip,
because the city has strange turn lanes that are almost like left exits. (Beloit, Wisconsin is the only other place I‘ve seen the same setup.) We did manage to turn off, though, and we pulled into a massive parking lot shared by multiple hotels. There were weird people
sitting out in the parking lot, eating and drinking by their van as if they were tailgating before a ballgame. I‘m not sure what was so
appealing about the parking lot, but they seemed to prefer socializing there to being in their room.
Check-in at the Fairfield Inn was incredibly slow. The clerk was on the phone when I got there, and then she had a problem
with her computer. Eventually she did manage to check me in, and we took our keys and made our way up to the fourth floor. The
room was immaculate, though I can‘t say I cared much for the lime green and turquoise décor.
It had been a long time since those McDonalds salads, and both Margaret and I were hungry. So we dumped our stuff and
went out to eat. There was a Perkins just across the street. With the rough crowd out at night, though, it was prudent to drive there
rather than walking. The staff at Perkins was dressed in Harley—Davidson T-shirts. Sturgis, South Dakota, is just a few miles east of
Gillette, and it wasn‘t hard to figure out their big motorcycle rally was going on right now.
I had a wildberry chicken salad for dinner. That meant mixed greens topped with grilled chicken breast and berries, and it
really was an outstanding salad. Margaret chose the ―build your own omelette‖ with ham, bacon, cheese, and garden mix. I‘d have left
out the veggies myself, but she seemed to like it. The service was slow, but friendly, and we had a nice meal.
We went back to the hotel and spent a while reading and looking things up online. We turned out the lights fairly early, though.
We‘d come a long way today, but we still had a long way to go.

I was up at 6:20 this morning. Margaret was slower getting up. She had apparently found it too hot in the room and did not
sleep well last night. Eventually we were both ready, and we went downstairs for breakfast. They had the nicest spread we‘d seen on
this trip: scrambled eggs, bacon, cinnamon French toast, and grapefruit sections, among other offerings. I enjoyed all of those, plus
cranberry juice and coffee.
We left the Fairfield Inn at 7:45am. We headed north on the strip and made a quick stop for gas at a Pilot truck stop right by
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the interstate. Gas was $3.69 there—certainly no bargain, but the least we‘d paid in quite a while.
Margaret drove the first leg of today‘s trip. We headed about eighty miles east to the South Dakota state line. Almost the
moment we crossed the border traffic picked up. The Sturgis rally would officially end tomorrow, but already thousands of motorcyclists
were heading home. All the way across South Dakota I-90 was a sea of motorcycles. More annoying than the bikes were the trailers

and motorhomes that had accompanied them to the rally. The RVs drove erratically and generally below the speed limit, which meant
we were forever passing them.

Motorcycles on I-90 in South Dakota
As we drove along I filled time by reading aloud from the Gillette and Casper newspapers. The opinion pages in these papers
reflected a section of America I don‘t often think about. Wyoming is a deep red state (much more so than Montana), and both the
letters and editorials reflected local politics. Perhaps most telling was a cartoon with the message ―If they take away our guns, how will
we shoot the liberals?‖ Wile there are people in Iowa who would agree with that cartoon, it‘s not something you‘d ever see in the Des
Moines Register. Obviously the editors in Wyoming thought it was funny, though, and they didn‘t think their readers would be offended
by it. It‘s probably a good thing I didn‘t get that job out in Ten Sleep.
The biggest newsmaker in Wyoming right now is a woman named Cindy Hill, a Tea Party Republican who is the state
Superintendent of Public Instruction. Hill has a contentious relationship with Wyoming Governor Matt Mead, a more traditional
Republican. (There essentially are no Democrats in Wyoming politics.) Without consulting the governor, Hill closed one of her
department‘s three main offices, laying off twenty-nine employees. She also completely changed the methods by which schools and
teachers were evaluated, a move that allegedly is a direct violation of mandates given by the Wyoming legislature. On top of that, male
employees of her department have accused her of sexual harassment and female employees have accused her of bullying them and
creating a hostile workplace. She‘s battling legal charges on many fronts, including being impeached from her post. At the moment
nothing is being done about the impeachment, though, because Tea Party legislators blocked the funding needed for it to proceed. It
appears she‘s trying to political capital from the name recognition associated with her legal problems. She‘s currently running for
governor (in a primary bid against her enemy, the incumbent), and she‘s also announced that she‘s considering a bid for the U.S.
Senate (which would put her in a primary battle with the incumbent Senator and Dick Cheney‘s daughter Liz). It certainly was
entertaining to read about all of Cindy Hill‘s dirty laundry.

Pinnacle overlook at Badlands National Park, South Dakota
We past Spearfish and Sturgis and then made our way through Rapid City. We continued on from there to Wall, the western
gateway to the Badlands. Badlands National Park wasn‘t originally part of our itinerary, since it‘s off the road and normally carries a
$15 admission fee. With Margaret‘s free pass, though, a brief stop at the park was certainly in order. . I‘ve spent multiple days at the
Badlands before, taking long hikes in remote areas of the park. Today would be just a quick visit, though. We just stopped at a couple

of overlooks and then drove on to the main visitors center. We did spend half an hour or so at the museum there, which has some nice
exhibits about the history of the area and how the archaeological work they‘ve done here. Mostly, though, we just gawked out the
window as we drove down the main road. Having gotten in free, though, we certainly couldn‘t complain.
We picked up a brochure at the visitors center for another park service property in South Dakota, the Minuteman Missile
National Historic Site. During the Cold War, South Dakota was dotted with missile silos and underground bunkers from which the
weapons of World War III could be launched. The historic site includes different areas where you can see the missiles up close and
also go underground and see the launch control facilities. I think that would be fascinating, and someday I‘ll have to get over there and
see it.
I drove on eastward to Murdo, South Dakota, a town whose main claim to fame is being near the boundary between the
Central and Mountain time zones. Today we were crossing that line the wrong way, so we lost an hour as we headed east. We just
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stopped for gas in Murdo, where we paid $3.54 at a station with the clever name Whoa ‗n‘ Go.
Our next stop was at Oacoma, the ratty town on the west side of the Missouri River that is a twin of Chamberlain on the east
bank. We stopped at a truck stop there that had an Arby‘s for its restaurant. The truck stop looked like it was a fairly nice place under
normal circumstances, but they‘d obviously been overwhelmed by all the motorcycle traffic. There was a long line at the men‘s room,
and it looked like their garbage had not been emptied all day. Sandwich boxes and drink cups had been piled far above the receptacle,
looking almost like a house of cards.
Margaret and I timed our arrival surprisingly well. The bulk of the bikers had already had their lunch, so there was a bit of a
lull. Right after we‘d ordered, though, a Jefferson Stages bus stopped, and dozens of passengers got off to take their meal break.
They were calling the passengers for re-boarding before all of them had gotten through the line.
Margaret had a salad at Arby‘s, while I ordered the ham and cheese sandwich on their value menu. I also had a salted
caramel shake, a concept similar to but not quite as good as the dulce de leche shake I‘d had at McDonalds in Montana. It was good to
just relax for a while and take a break before we were on the road again.
Margaret drove through eastern South Dakota, while I again read from local newspapers. Chamberlain has two different
weekly papers that almost came across as parodies of small-town journalism. Most memorable were the minutes of the town council
(which was mostly approving routine permits associated with an upcoming summer festival) and the write-ups from the little towns in the
surrounding region (similar to the news from Whittemore in my own local paper). The latter included lengthy lists of what callers made
visits to whom and who would be traveling to visit friends and family in different places. I felt like a vicarious noisy neighbor as I read
through all the small-town doings. One point of the articles that stood out was that they referred to the women by their husbands‘
names (e.g., Mrs. George Burrow), a practice I thought died back in the ‗70s.
There was construction combined with rain in Mitchell, and we came to a dead stop on the interstate there. It turned out that
one of the motorcycles had been in a serious accident on an exit in the construction zone. I certainly hope things turned out all right,
but I wouldn‘t bet on that. While an ambulance was responding, from the looks of things the accident would be crippling at best.
Margaret drove on to Sioux Falls and then to Brandon, a town east of Sioux Falls that is rapidly becoming a suburb. We used
to go to a quiz bowl tournament in Brandon (the only one that was ever held on a weekday rather than on Saturday), but they haven‘t
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held that tournament for more than a decade. We bought gas at a Sinclair station in Brandon. At $3.45 it was the cheapest fill of the
trip.
I took over driving for the rest of the trip. It was just a short hop from Brandon to the Minnesota line, and we continued about a
hundred miles east from there to Fairmont. We stopped for dinner at the Burger King there, where I had a Whopper Junior (one of the
best values there is at any fast food place), together with a small order of onion rings and coffee.
We followed highway 15 into Iowa, south through Armstrong and Fenton and on to Whittemore. While we drove Margaret
read about ―9 Trips to Take‖ from the Rand—McNally atlas. It was an eclectic assortment, including some places I‘ve been (like
upstate New York and central Texas) and others I haven‘t (like the lakeshore of western Michigan or central South Carolina).
Our final leg followed McGregor Road (the county road that parallels U.S. 18) back to Algona. Margaret commented on a
strange sight as we made our way into town. A few years ago they erected a series of signs at the west edge of town in the style of the
old Burma Shave signs. The signs say:
THESE SIGNS ARE NOT
FOR LAUGHS ALONE
THE LIFE THEY SAVE
MAY BE YOU OWN
OUR IOWA
Apparently Our Iowa is a magazine that took on a project to erect signs like these in every county around the state. Why, I
have no clue, particularly if the messages are as cryptic as this one is. How a sign that might distract drivers‘ attention from the road
could possibly save a life is beyond me. To my eye the signs just look stupid and hick-ish. On a trip filled with silly ―attractions‖,
though, this was an appropriate way to end things.
It was about 8:30 when we got back to Algona. We unpacked, relaxed a bit, and got to bed fairly early. This was a good trip,
but it was definitely good to be home.

